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PREFACE 

This study is concerned with the development of a management 
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mar.ket deposit supply and loan demand and market share equations are 

important components of the model. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The essential element of commercial banking is converting the 

f 1 d . 1 
inputs of deposits into outputs o oans an investments. Stated in 

this manner the "production process" appears relatively simple, when 

in fact it is extremely complex. Banks operate in a highly dynamic 

environment clouded on one side by uncertainty and surrounded on 

the other by the legal restrictions with which they must comply. In 

addition, this environment includes competitors, not only in the form 

of other banks butalso in the form of other financi~l institutions. 

These complex and competitive aspects of commercial banking suggest 

that modern decision aids and management techniques must be utilized 

by banks in order to maintain their profit margins and enhance their 

competitive position. 

There are approximately 13,500 insured commercial banks in the 

United States. Many of these are in small and medium sized communi-

ties where agriculture is the primary industry. Nearly 60 percent 

of banks responding to a 1972 American Bankers Association survey 

of banks under $50 million in resources listed agriculture as the 

. f . . 2 most important source o community income. 

The structure of agriculture has been rapidly changing as 

evidenced in the trend toward larger farms, rising land values, 

greater mechanization, and increased operating costs. All of these 

1 



things require more capital. Table I presents the volume of agricul

tural credit outstanding in selected years during the last decade. 

This data shows an increase in agricultural credit from $25 billion 

on January 1, 1961, to $65 billion on the same date in 1972. Dr. 

Emanuel Melichar of the Federal Reserve Board has predicted an annual 

rate of increase of 7 percent in farm debt during the 1970's. How-

ever, he is optimistic that banks can adequately meet the 7 percent 

annual growth in farm loan demand because of the balanced deposit 

growth in rural areas. 3 

In Oklahoma, the growth in loan demand has outstripped deposit 

growth by a substantial margin since 1950. While deposits increased 

by 32.4 percent, loans increased by 65.6 percent during these two 

decades. 4 Oklahoma banks were able to accomodate this unbalanced 

growth by increasing their loan to deposit ratio from 30 percent in 

1950 to 59.6 percent in 1970. 5 The higher loan to deposit ratio 

2 

results in decreased liquidity and consequently requires more dyna

mic management programs to comply with the legal restrictions of vari-

ous government agencies and meet the financial requirements of the 

connnunity. 

Problem Statement 

Because of the complexity involved, the management of a commer-

cial bank is frequently unaware of all the implications of its deci-

sions, and on occasions this has caused a less than optimum portfolio 

to be developed. After World War II and up until about 15 years ago, 

bank profits were mostly satisfactory because of rapid expansion of 

deposits. Most bankers were not enthusiastic adopters of new 



TABLE I 

FARM LOANS HELD BY LENDERS, UNITED STATES 
JANUARY 1, SELECTED YEARSa 

Volume Outstanding 

3 

(In Milli.ans of Dollars) 

1961 1970 1971 1972 

Non-Real Estate 

Banks $ 4,991 $10,330 $11,102 $12,487 
Production Credit Associations 1,480 4,533 5,295 6,078 
Federal Intermediate Credit Banks 88 224 220 237 
Farmers Home Administration 420 785 795 769 
Others 4,900 11,320 12,340 13, 700 

TOTAL $11,879 $27,102 $29,752 $33, 271 

Real Estate 

Banks $ 1, 691 $ 4,113 $ 4,445 $ 4,214 
Life Insurance Companies 2,975 5,746 5,626 5,562 
Federal Land Banks 2,539 6, 714 7.145 7,862 
Farmers Home Administration 484 455 347 310 
Individuals & Others 5,131 11,441 12,024 13 ,386 

TOTAL $12,820 $28,469 $29,588 $31,334 

aAmerican Bankers Association and Economic Research Service, 
USDA. 



management approaches. Only after money tightened in the late 1950's 

and early 1960's did bankers realize that it would be profitable 

to investigate and utilize management procedures used in other in-

d . 6 us tries. In 1966, Cohen and Hammer emphasized the need for new 

management techniques in banking by stating, "Conventiona~, seat-of-

the-pants analysis will prove increasingly inadequate when applied 

to the more complex types of problems with which bank managers must 

7 
grapple in the future. 

Since then, several models for making management decisions 

have been developed both on the general level and on an individual 

bank basis. However, these models have primarily been oriented to-

ward large city banks. Numerous attempts have been oriented toward 

linear programming methods to optimize bank portfolios for large 

c.ity banks. However, small rural banks cannot bear. the expense of 

developing detailed models and the ones developed for large city 

banks are not applicable to the smaller rural banks. Although the 

operations seem identical except for size of transactions, the 

difference between small and large banks is noted by Robinson, 

Unit banks in rural areas, though prosperous and progressive 
in managerial policies, are so different from the large 
money market banks that it would be difficult to exchange 
managerial personnel without a considerable intervening per
iod of indoctrination.a 

Large city banks are very departmentalized and each employee's duties 

are specifically outlined, whereas an employee in a small rural bank 

works in a variety of banking areas. The options for investments and 

the financial statements of large banks are much more detailed than 

those for small banks. 

4 
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The existing management games for banks are designed for large 

banks and the 11scaling" down of these models would be as difficult 

as the development of a new model for small banks. Another glaring 

concept omitted from existing bank management models is the com-

petitiveness. That is, competitive bank management models are not 

available. A competitive model is more interesting to participants 

and enhances the attainment of knowledge pertinent to banking 

competition. 

The benefit of gaining management experience and information at 

a minimal cost is a potent argument for pretesting bank management 

d . . 9 ec1s1ons. A decision model for rural banks would allow pretesting 

for superior management strategies and would also be highly useful 

in research directed toward rural bank management and strategy options. 

Another problem facing commercial banks is the.training of new 

employees for management positions. In banks that are departmental-

ized, employees of one department do not know all the effects of 

their department's decisions on the overall financial position of the 

firm, nor do they understand the interactions among departments of 

the bank. Robinson called commercial banking an art and said that 

since it is an art, the only way to learn it is by experience and 

practice. 10 He stated further that, 

The early jobs in commercial banking,---, are bound to be 
narrow and to be best learned on the job. If the person 
engaged in learning these jobs understands how they are re
lated to the total problem of commercial bank management, 
he will be that much better prepared to learn these special 
jobs with dispatch and understanding.11 

All of the on-the-job training cannot be eliminated because cer-

tain situations arise that are new or totally unexpected. However, 



. 6 

much of the time spent training an employee could be saved through the 

use of a management game, where no monetary loss would result from a 

wrong· decision. John A. Mayer, president of Mellon National Bank and 

Trust of Pittsburgh, in commenting on the IBM-McKinsey Bank Manage-

ment Game, stated, 

It broadens the scope of management decisions, beyond those 
many officers face in their daily work and gives them a 
greater appreciation of the myriad and interrelated problems 
of bank management.12 

What today are known as management games had their origin over 

three hundred years ago as war games used to simulate battles. For 

educational purposes, management games have been used little more 

than a decade and have been enthusiastically received because they 

simulate the recurring problems of management. Numerous catalogs of 

available management games have been published in an attempt to com

pile listings for educators to choose from. 13 

A management game is a representation of a business situation, 

. h 1 h h · 1 d · · · l4 eit er rea or ypot etica , an its activity. It is called a 

"game" because of the act of "playing the game" by the participants. 

The players make preselected decisions for the industry represented, 

some form of computation occurs, and results are returned to the 

players for analysis before making the next set of decisions. The 

process is very similar to simulation except that the emphasis is 

placed upon the human element, the player, in gaming. Management games 

can be (a) static or dynamic, (b) deterministic or probabilistic, 

and (c) . . . . 15 competitive or noncompetitive. 

Games used in conjunction with other educational activities have 

beeri praised for their educational benefits. 16 Some of the benefits 



accrued to management games are: 

1. Games result in a high degree of personal involvement. 

2. Uncertainty is illustrated in gaming. 

3. Many decisions can be made in a short t~me period. 

4. Players can familiarize themselves with business forms 

and financial statements applicable to the industry. 

5. Computerized games allow the use of more complete and 

complicated models. 

6. The cost of training, using games, is lower relative to 

on-the-job training where a wrong decision could result 

in a financial loss to the firm.· 

7 

The potential user of a management game must first be familiar 

with the basic principles underlying the industry. Attention in gam

ing is focused upon augmenting the student's past knowledge and experi

ence with a simulated practical application. 

The development of a competitive bank management decision model 

and game for rural banks that could be employed on a time-sharing 

basis would be a valuable tool in investigating superior management 

strategies and in training, instructing, and educating present and 

potential bank employees. A model developed at a central agency such 

as a university for use by all rural banks who so desired could also 

be used by the university for research in many aspects of bank manage

ment and procedures. 

Objectives 

The major purpose of this study is the development of a computer

ized bank management simulation model depicting a majority of the 



Oklahoma rural banks. More specific objectives are: 

1. To determine relevant loan and investment portfolio· 

options and cost and return coefficients for Oklahoma 

rural banks' 

2, To develop equations estimating county supply of de-

posits and demand for loans, and to explain changes in 

market share of commercial banks, 

3, To conceptualize the above into a realistic computer 

simulation model of a rural bank in a competitive environ-

ment, and 

4. To test and verify the model and develop the appropriate 

forms and discussion material to make the model available 

in game form for instructional and educational use in 

on-campus classroom discussions and conferences with 

connnercial bankers. 

Review of Literature 

Connnercial banking was among the last industries to utilize 

analytical methods in solving management problems. Once the need was 

recognized, a wealth of literature involving various management ap-

proaches and techniques appeared. In 1966, Cohen and Hammer outlined 

23 different studies. 17 Of particular interest are two linear pro-

gramming studies. 

The two linear progrannning models are the works of Waterman and 

Gee, and Chambers and Charnes. Cohen and Hammer describe the model 

by Waterman and Gee as having too many limitations for practical 

1 . . . b k' . . 18 app ication in most an ing situations. The main contribution of 

8 
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the study was to demonstrate the potential benefits which could be 

obtained from applying linear programming to banking. The other 

model by Chambers and Charnes is more complex but highly realistic, 

in that it can be modified to fit most banks. The model is capable 

of determining the optimum trade-off between yield and liquidity. In-

creasing attention to research relating to small rural banks has been 

evident in the last few years. Part of this increase has been because 

of the economic and political attention concerning branch banking and 

bank mergers, but much of the research has been initiated because of 

the recognition of the importance of the small rural banks and partic-

ularly their role as a source of credit for agriculture. In addition, 

researchers and rural bankers have become aware of the need for manage-

ment aids and models in order to insure the viability of the rural 

banking industry. The following discussion of cur~ent studies in 

this area demonstrates the changing attitude toward research for small 

banks. 

Frey developed a model capable of determining the optimal bank 

1 d f 1 . . . h 1 . h . 19 oan an port o 10 composition over at ree year panning orizon. 

His study involved a rural bank with approximately $7 million of de-

posits and no access to external sources of funds. Benjamin conducted 

an analysis of the external sources of funds available to rural 

20 
banks. The extent of his study was to evaluate advantages and dis-

advantages of various sources and to identify the extent of use of 

external funds by operating rural commercial banks. Hutson continued 

along these lines, but went further in empirically determining the 

profitability of alternative external funds sources available to rural 

21 banks. Using linear programming, he looked at four external funds 
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sources: the Agricultural Credit Corporations, PCA Participation 

Agreements, FICB Direct Line Discounting, and Correspondent Arrange-

ments. 

With respect to bank management games, the limited work that 

has been done has been designed with large city banks in mind. In 

1960, Warren B. Davis of McKinsey and Company, Inc., with the coopera-

tion and assistance of International Business Machines, developed the 

"Bank Management Simulation" model for a Bankers Trust Company Train-

22 ing Program. Since then it has been modified and updated several 

times and is still in use. The game was designed for use as a train-

ing device at the management/administrative level. Decisions are 

made with the objective of obtaining maximum profit from the use of 

the bank's assets, thus, it is limited to asset management. This 

game is not structured to handle competition between banks. 

Another bank management game entitled "Banking" was developed 

in 1968 by Science Research Associates, Inc. 23 This game does not re-

quire computer manipulation and is designed for players from high 

school through administrative levels. It is competitive to a degree 

but is relatively simple with player objectives being to make·a profit, 

promote community development, and influence civic development. The 

"scorekeeping" or evaluation of decisions is done through a system 

which awards points weighted by certain preselected criteria. 

By far the most complete and challenging bank management game 

was developed by Alexander Robichek and Charles Haley at Stanford 

U . . 24 n1vers1ty. The game was initiated in 1965 as a spin-off of the 

IBM-McKinsey game, and has been revised in 1966, 1970, 1971, and 1972. 

It was developed to expose participants to the overall problems of 
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managing a $500 million commercial bank. Like the IBM-McKinsey game, 

the "Stanford Bank Management Simulator" is not internally competitive. 

An artificial economic environment typifying conditions of the early 

1960's is built into the computer program. Each team and/or player 

makes decisions on a quarterly basis in the following areas: total 

salaries, interest rate on loans, compensating balances, service 

charges, business development and promotion, maximum Federal Reserve 

borrowing, maxi.mum deposits, investment purchases and sales, minimum 

liquidity. Each decision set is followed by an output report given 

to the players before the next decisions are made. The output con

tains the following information: statement of condition, income 

statement, investment portfolio, economic and statistical information, 

comparative statistics of other teams, end of game report for entire 

period of play. 

Other bank management simulators have been developed by a number 

of commercial banks for internal management use, but their character

istics are not publicized in the literature because of the confiden

tial nature of the data and models. 

Organization of Study 

The following chapters will present the conceptual and empirical 

development of the bank management game for Oklahoma rural banks. 

Chapter II will contain relevant theory, additional literature review, 

and the conceptual organization of the model. Data sources and the 

empirical model including a discussion of the computer program will 

be presented in Chapter III. Results of limited testing of the model 

along with players instructions will be the subjects of Chapter IV. 



Chapter V will contain a summary and conclusion with implications and 

recommendations for future research. 

12 
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CHAPTER II 

THEORY AND MODEL CONCEPTUALIZATION 

This chapter will present a brief summary of the economic and 

financial theory applicable to commercial banking. Following the 

discussion of theoretical concepts, an overview of the model will 

be presented with particular emphasis on the hypothesized determin

ants of time and demand deposits supplied by the public and loans 

demanded by the public. Competition as reflected in the concept of 

market share will also be discussed and hypothesized relationships 

presented. Finally, relevant banking regulations will be briefly 

reviewed. 

Theoretical Concepts 

The economic theory of the firm is quite observable in commercial 

banking. The bank uses its labor and fixed capital resources to ac

quire deposit funds and allocates these funds to alternative uses in 

the form of loans or investments. The degree of success achieved in 

acquiring and using funds is measured by bank profitability. 

The commercial banking industry seems to fit best into the class 

of competition known as monopolistic. Monopolistic competition, as 

exhibited by banking, varies from the pure competition model in that 

(1) . the product can be slightly differentiated, (2) there are a 

limited number of banks, (3) resource mobility and entry and exit are 

15 
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restricted by government regulations and price fixing, and (4) all 

1 
banks and bank customers do not have perfect market knowledge. With-

in this monopolistic competition framework, an individual bank is faced 

with a less than perfectly elastic demand curve for its loans. Thus, 

as the interest rate rises, the loan volume demanded declines. Just 

the opposite is true for deposits supplied to the bank. The public 

is willing to supply more funds as the price they receive from the 

bank increases. Theoretically, a bank would be willing to acquire 

funds up to the point where the marginal value product of the funds 

used in loans and investments equals the marginal cost or price of 

obtaining the funds. However, since each loan has unique character-

istics, it is difficult for the bank to equate the marginal value 

product of funds to the marginal cost. 

Because banks operate in an imperfect market, i~corporating the 

theoretical concepts into a realistic simulation model requires the 

estimation of loan demand and deposit supply relationships. In 

addition, each bank's share of the loan and deposit market must be 

estimated when the model is used in the management game context. 

The following discussion will provide an overview of the model and 

illustrate the use of these theoretical relationships. 

The Management Game Model: An Overview 

The model is designed to typify the overall management decisions 

of a commercial bank in a rural Oklahoma county containing three 

competing banks. The county is assumed as the market area for the 

banks involved. Agriculture is the principal industry in the county 

and the chief enterprises are wheat farming with stocker grazing 



and range cow-calf operations. Playing the "game" requires at least 

three individuals, but no maximum exists as to the number of partici

pants. The three competing banks begin with identical financial 

statements and each has exactly one-third of the total market. Each 

bank starts with total assets of approximately $5 million. The prin

cipal goal of the teams is to make the maximum possible profit, thus 

increasing the bank's capital structure. Consideration must also be 

given to a secondary goal of maintaining or increasing market share. 

17 

After studying background data and the beginning financial state

ments, the three teams make decisions in six month intervals for a 

three to five year period of operation. Decisions are made on the 

interest rates charged on loans and paid on time deposits, the ser

vice charge on demand deposits, and the bank's outlay for loan 

officer's salaries and advertising expense as well as the loan and in

vestment portfolio volumes desired during the next period. 

Selected economic and statistical information is utilized in 

combination with the players' decisions to estimate the market volume 

of time and demand deposits supplied to the banks. Equations for 

four classes of loans demanded by the public are also estimated 

utilizing the exogenous data and player decisions. After the market 

volume of time deposits, demand deposits, and loans has been deter

mined through the equations within the model, market share equations 

are used to allocate this volume to the three individual banks. 

The model contains a history file to keep a record of past loan 

volume and investment purchases along with their corresponding inter

est rates. After dropping the maturing portfolio items and adding the 

current decisions and market share to the history file, the model 



budgets the costs and returns for the current six month period and 

provide the output to the "players." These results in the form of 

new financial statements and other relevant data are used by the 

decision groups to make new sets of decisions. Since banks operate 

under both state and federal regulations, the model is also designed 

18 

to "check" each bank for compliance with these regulations and restric

tions, and penalties are assessed when a regulation has been violated. 

A more detailed explanation of the empirical model will be de-

veloped in Chapter III. 

Market Relationships 

Deposits Equations 

Numerous econometric studies of the United States economy have 

included equations estimating the supply of time and demand deposits 

on an aggregative basis. These equations have frequently been used 

to obtain empirical estimates of the stock of money and the price 

(interest) and income elasticity of the money supply. The specifica

tion of the determinants of the county supply of deposits will draw 

heavily on these studies. 

Time Deposits 

Equations to explain the supply of time deposits have been esti

mated by DeLeeuw, Goldfeld, Hamburger, Silber, 2 and Penson. 3 .Hamburger 

developed a model to explain the semi-annual household stock of time 

deposits supplied by the public using the yield on time deposits, 

yield on substitute assets, and income or wealth constraint, and a 



lagged dependent variable as independent variables. 4 All of the 

signs were consistent with economic theory and the equation had an 

R2 of .99. Goldfeld estimated the public's desired holding of time 

deposits using the yield on time deposits, income, the product of in

come times the long term bond rate, and the lagged dependent variable 

as independent variables. 5 Fitted in logarithmic form, theoretically 

consistent signs were obtained and the equation had an R2 of .998. 

Based on these results, the function explaining the semi-annual 

stock of time deposits supplied by the public to commercial banks on 

a county basis is hypothesized to be: 

TD= f(CPI, rTD' t, rB, TD-1, T), 

where, TD = County Stock of Time Deposits on June 30 and December 31 

CPI = County Personal Income 

rTD Yield on Time Deposits 

t = Dummy (= 1, June 30 and 0, December 31 

rB Yield on Corporate Bonds 

TD-1 TD Lagged One Period 

T = Time (June 30, 1962 = 0). 

County personal income is included in the equation because increases 

19 

(decreases) in income would be expected to result in higher (lower) 

savings, assuming a constant marginal propensity to save. The yield 

on time deposits represents the price paid to holders of time deposits. 

Time deposits in Oklahoma banks have been rapidly increasing since the 

1950's and the lagged dependent as well as the trend variable should 

reflect this deposit growth. The dummy variable is added to separ

ate any significant seasonal change in the stock of time deposits. 



Demand Deposits 

Teigen developed an equation for quarterly changes in demand 

deposits at commercial banks using ·aggregate data for the United 

6 
States for the period from post World War II to the early 1960's. 

The variables used to explain the changes in demand deposits were in-

come and its products with the treasure bill rate and the yield on 

time deposits, demand deposits lagged one period, and three dummy 

variables for the first three quarters of the year which took the 

20 

value of unity in quarters corresponding with their subscript and zero 

otherwise. The estimated equation had an R2 of .948, the hypothesis 

that the stock of demand deposits responds to movements in the 

bill rate and the yield on time deposits as well as to income was 

7 supported by the results. A model developed by Bramley and Chase ex-

plained the supply of deposits through the use of rate of interest on 

private securities, interest rate on time deposits, implicit rate on 

demand deposits, national income, and nominal wealth as independent 

variables. 8 Penson also did work in estimating the deisred holding 

of demand deposits. 9 Goldfeld's equation for demand deposits was 

very similar to that for time deposits with the exception that the 

interest rate on time deposits had a negative sign in the demand 

d . . 10 eposit equation. 

With these past equations as a reference, the equation for esti-

mating the semi-annual county stock of demand deposits supplied to 

the banks is hypothesized to be: 

DD= f(t, CPI, rTD' DD-1, DD-2, T) (2) 
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where, DD= County Stock of Demand Deposits on June 30 and 

December 31 

t = Dummy (= 1, June 30 and = 0, December 31) 

CPI = County Personal Income 

rTD = Yield on Time Deposits 

DD-1 = DD Lagged One Period 

DD-2 = DD Lagged Two Periods 

T = Time (June 30, 1962 = O). 

The signs of the parameters for this equation are expected 

to be the same as those in the time deposit equation with the excep-

tion of the yield on time deposits. This variable should have a 

negative sign in this equation because time deposits are considered 

a substitute for demand deposits. 

Loan Equations 

Only a limited amount of work has been done in estimating the 

public's demand for loans in rural areas. Most of the estimates have 

been made for real estate loans on a national basis where data is 

more readily available. However, the factors which have been isolated 

as determinants of loan demand in these national studies will be use-

ful in developing estimates for a rural Oklahoma county. 

Real Estate Loans 

Hesser and Schuh have developed an equation explaining the volume 

11 of farm mortgage loans closed during the year. Independent vari-

ables considered in the estimation were interest rate, a concept 

of internal funds approximating realized net farm income, expected 



farm prices, technology, farm wage rate, stock of mortgage debt at 

the beginning of the year, rate of voluntary farm transfers, and the 

dependent variable lagged one period. They concluded that better 

estimates were obtained with the expected prices, stock of debt, and 

farm transfers variables deleted from the equation. 12 Hesser and 

Schuh estimated the gross change in farm real estate mortgage debt, 
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and as such ignored the refinancing which often occurs in agriculture. 

Lins recognized this refinancing concept and developed a model for 

estimating the net changes in farm real estate debt. 13 He estimated 

equations by class of lender and then aggregated these estimates into 

total farm mortgage debt. Since this study deals entirely with 

commercial banks, only the equation estimated by Lins for commercial 

banks will be discussed. The demand for farm mortgage loans, annual 

change of capital appreciation of farm real estate a~sets, annual net 

farm plus non-farm income, and the ratio of money balances to gross 

d . 14 pro uction expenses. 
2 . 

The equation had an R of .64, but none of 

the variables were statistically significant at acceptable levels. 

After a careful analysis of these past studies and review of 

the available data for rural Oklahoma counties, the following hypo-

thesized relationship was chosen to explain the demand for farm 

mortgage credit at commercial banks on a semi-annual basis: 

AG REL f(t, CPI, r, IFP, AGREL-2, T, RI) (3) 

where, AGREL County Stock of Farm Real Estate Debt at Commercial 

Banks on June 30 and December 1 

t =Dummy(= 1, June 30 and= 0, December 31) 

CPI= County Personal Income 



r = Proxy for Interest Rate on Farm Real Estate Loans 

IFP = Weighted Index of Farm Prices (1910-14 = 100) 

AGREL-2 = AGREL Lagged Two Periods 

T = Time (June 30, 1962 = 0) 

FI= Index of Range Conditions Used as Proxy for Weather. 
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County personal income is used in the equation because county net 

farm income is published only every five years in the census. This 

does not appear to be a serious problem considering the high intensity 

of agriculture in the selected counties. Since income represents in

ternal funds available to finance purchases, the expected sign for 

this variable will be negative. The expected sign on the interest 

rate variable is negative. The demand for farm real estate debt is 

expected to be positively correlated with farm prices. Higher farm 

prices over time tend to drive up the value of land, -thus increasing 

the amount of debt the land will carry and increasing use of farm 

mortgage debt for new land purchases. Because of the nature of the 

data over the time period involved, a positive sign would be antici

pated for the lagged dependent and time variables. The proxy for 

weather would most likely be inversely correlated with the demand for 

long term debt on farm real estate. 

Production Loans 

The only previous study to deal with the estimation of the demand 

for short term agricultural credit was done by Penson. 15 His model 

simultaneously determined the desired stock of financial and production 

assets of the farm sector. Variables used in the analysis were the 



interest rate and stock of physical assets. The results obtained for 

the estimation were inconclusive. 

Determinants of short term farm credit demand would be expected 
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to be similar to the variables considered in the real estate debt 

equation. Estimation of this equation will require substantial explor

atory work and a number of possible relationships will be considered, 

but the basic hypothesis of this analysis will be that: 

AGPROD f(t, CPI, IFP, AGPROD-1, AGPROD-2, r, RI, RI-1, T) (4) 

where, AGPROD = County Stock of Short Term Agricultural Loans Held 

by Commercial Banks on June 30 and December 31 

t =Dummy(= 1, June 30 and= 0, December 31) 

CPI= County Personal Income 

AGPROD-1 AGPROD Lagged One Period 

AGPROD-2 AGPROD Lagged Two Periods 

IFP = Weighted Index of Farm Prices (1910-14 = 100) 

r = Proxy for Interest Rate on Short Term Agricultural 

Loans 

RI= Range Index Used as Proxy for Weather 

RI-1 RI Lagged One Period 

T = Time (June 30, 1962 = O). 

Most of the economic logic used for the long term farm credit 

equation also applies here. However, the proxy for weather could 

carry a positive sign in this short term equation because it would act 

much like the farm price variable in creating demand for short term 

agricultural credit. Good (bad) weather would increase (decrease) the 

demand for other inputs since production and income would be expected 
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to be higher and farmers would demand more funds in anticipation of 

higher returns. 

Connnercial Loans 

The estimation of the demand for conunercial and industrial loans 

at commercial banks was undertaken by Goldfeld for inclusion into his 

- 16 
econometric model of the economy. At his admission, the results 

were less than satisfactory, but it was discovered that the demand is 

. . 1 1 d . h . . f b · 17 positive y corre ate wit inventory investments o usiness. Other 

variables considered in Goldfeld's work were industry sales, relative 

cost of loans, lagged dependent, and dummy variables for the quarters 

of the year. Nothing resembling inventory investments by businesses 

is published on a county basis. Consequently, county retail sales is 

used as a crude measurement of inventory investment._ 

Based on Goldfeld's work and theoretical concepts, the following 

commercial loan demand relationship is hypothesized: 

COMML f(t, COMML-1, CPI, CRS, CRS+l, T, r) (5) 

where, COMML = County Stock of Commercial and Industrial Loans Held 

by Commercial Banks on June 30 and December 31 

t Dummy (= 1, June 30 and = 0, December 31) 

COMML-1 = COMML Lagged One Period 

CPI County Personal Income 

CRS = County Retail Sales 

CRS+l CRS in the Upcoming Period 

T = Time (June 30, 1962 = O) 

r = Proxy for Interest Rate on Commercial Loans. 
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The impact and signs of the county personal income, interest 

rate and independent time variables and the lagged dependent variable 

are expected to be similar in this equation as in the two agricultural 

loan equations discussed previously. County retail sales is used in 

two forms (current sales and sales from the next period). Both of 

these sales variables should have a positive sign. The county 

retail sales in the upcoming period is included to obtain a more 

accurate proxy for inventory investment and assumes that sales in the 

upcoming period are in inventory in the current period. 

Installment Loans 

As was the case for short term agricultural loans, no previous 

work was located concerning the public's demand for installment loans 

at commercial banks. To further complicate the estimation, there 

have been no published data series listing rates charged for install

ment loans. Therefore, the demand equation for bank installment credit 

will be estimated with the available data excluding a measure of in

terest rate. The hypothesized function is: 

where, INSTA 

CPI = 

INSTA-1 = 

t = 

T = 

INSTA = f(CPI, INSTA-1, t, T) 

County Stock of Installment Loans Held by Commercial 

Banks on June 30 and December 31 

County Personal Income 

INSTA Lagged One Period 

Dummy (= 1, June 30 and = 0, December 31) 

Time (June 30, 1962 = 0). 

(6) 
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The basis for selection of these variables is similar to that 

used in the equations previously discussed with the exception of the 

limited availability of data on interest rates. All variables are ex-

pected to be positively correlated with demand for installment credit 

as was the case for the other equations containing these variables. 

Market Share 

Market share equations for both types of deposits and for the 

four classes of loans will be estimated and incorporated into the model 

as a basis for allocating the market loan demand and deposit supply to 

the respective banks. Previous studies estimating determinants of 

market share are very limited and no empirical studies were found in 

the field of commercial banking. Weiss has analyzed the determinants 

18 
of market share for a branded consumer market. He_basically con-

eluded that although price and advertising were important variables, 

other "absent marketing" variables were also very important in deter

mining market share. 19 For a bank such "absent marketing" or quali-

tative variables as "friendliness" and "accessibility" are difficult 

to include. The basic hypothesis for all six market share equations is: 

where, 

liSMKT (k,j) = f[(r.-r.), (Adv-Adv), fir., liAdv, (liAdv-liAdv), 
1 1 1 

Change 

(lir.-lir.), NBANKS, NMILES] 
1 1 

SMKT Market Share of ith Bank for the jth Class of Loans 

or Deposits 

ri = Interest Rate for the ith Class of Loans and Time Deposit; 

for demand deposits, this is service charge expressed as 



a percent 

r. = Average Interest Rate of All Banks in the County for 
l. 

the ith Class of Loans and Deposits 

Adv= Advertising Outlay 

Adv= Average Advertising Outlay of All Banks in the County 

NBANKS Number of Banks in the County 

NMILES = Approximate Size of the Market Expressed as the 

Distance to the Farthest Competing Bank. 

For demand deposits and loans, a negative relationship would be 
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expected between market share and the difference between the individual 

bank's rate and the average rate. This relationship should be positive 

for time deposits, as a rate higher than the average would attract a 

greater share of the market. An advertising outlay greater than 

average would be expected to increase market share in- all classes of 

deposits and loans. The number of banks within the market should have 

a negative relationship with the change in the market share since each 

bank would have less of the same market if the number of banks in the 

market increased. The larger (smaller) the market area, the larger 

(smaller) the potential change in market share derived from other 

variables. 

Bank Regulations 

It is assumed that the bank is a national bank and a member of 

both the Federal Reserve System and the Federal Deposit Insurance 

Corporation. The most current Federal Reserve Bank reserve require

ments for time and demand deposits are included in the model. 20 



Currently, the reserve requirement is calculated using 14 day aver

ages as taken from form number AC 73 revised 8-72. Within the 

model these percentages are applied, based on a "moment in time" 

balance sheet. The reserve requirement is 8 percent on the first 

$12 million of demand deposits, 10 percent on the next $8 million, 

and 12 percent of thenext$90 million. Three percent of time de

posits is also required. 

The Federal Reserve also periodically checks a member bank's 

capital structure and liquidity requirements. The current form for 

analyzing bank capital is FR 363 (Form ABC) revised 3-72. 21 Capital 

requirements are imposed against the bank's assets in differing per

centages depending upon the type and maturity of the asset. The sum 
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of the direct capital requirements plus any additional capital re

quired based on the liquidity of the assets equals the total capital 

required. After the total capital requirement is determined, it is 

checked against the bank's capital structure. Although there is no 

exact requirement, each bank's total capital structure must be approxi

mately 80 percent of the calculated capital requirement. This figure 

is based on conversations with Federal Reserve employees and thus is 

used in the model. An equation was developed to calculate the capital 

requirement within the model. 

The bank must also comply with all Oklahoma Banking Code require

ments. For Federal Reserve members, the reserve and capital require

ments are identical with the Federal Reserve requirements. Certain 

maximum restrictions on interest rates and loans are also included. 

Current restrictions on the maximum allowable interest rate on time 

deposits are shown in Table II. 



TABLE II 

MAXIMUM INTEREST RATES PAYABLE ON TIME AND SAVINGS DEPOSITS 
IN PERCENT PER Al.~NUM EFFECTIVE JULY, 197~/ 

Type of Deposit 

Passbook Accounts 

Other Time Deposits: 

90 Days to 1 Year 

1 Year to 2 1/2 Years 

2 1/2 Years and Over 

4 Years and Over 

Ceiling Rate 

5.00 

5.50 

6.00 

6.50 

No Ceiling with 
Minimum of $1,000 

~/Federal Reserve Bulletin, July, 1973. 
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An average maximum rate of 6.5 percent is incorporated in the 

model since no distinction is made as to the type of time and savings 

deposits. A maximum legal interest rate of 18 percent is also placed 

on all loans. In addition, any bank cannot have a long term loan 

volume to time deposits ratio in excess of 70 percent. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE EMPIRICAL MODEL 

This chapter will present a detailed discussion of the bank 

management game. Data sources and explanations will be included 

where relevant. The results of the statistical estimation of the 

loan demand and deposit supply equations will also be presented. 

The Computer Model 

. 
The program is written in Fortran IV language for use on an IBM 

360, Model 65 computer. The discussion of the model _will be presented 

in the same sequence as the operations are performed within the com-

puter program. A flow chart of the program which indicates the major 

components and operations in the game is presented in Figure 1. The 

numbers in the blocks indicate the order in which the operations are 

completed and will be referred to in the following discussion. 

As indicated in Figure 1, all items are set at zero before any 

computations are made or any data is entered (Block 1). Then the 

time period for the current period of play, the exogenous variables 

supplied by the "game administrator," and the decisions supplied by 

the decision groups or "players" are read (Blocks 2, 3, and 4). The 

time period, which represents a six month period, ranges from 1 to 20 

since the longest maturity asset item is 10 years or 20 periods. The 

exogenous variables include such items as county personal income, 
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county retail sales, index of farm prices, range index, interest r.ates 

for all investments, federal funds rate~ prime rate, reserve require

ments, lagged dependent variables for the market equations, and last 

period's market share estimates. Also included are forecast ranges 

for the next period for income, sales, farm prices, and prime rate. 

The player's decisions are also read into the program at this 

time. A sample decision input form is shown in Figure 5 in Chapter IV, 

and the decisions will be discussed in detail in that chapter. This 

form is coded so that the decisions can be keypunched directly. As 

indicated earlier, decisions are made in the areas of interest rates 

charged and paid, service charge, salaries, advertising, and loan and 

investment volumes. 

After the decisions are read, the program is designed to check 

certain decisions against the legal regulations discussed in Chapter II 

and other policy limits. In most cases, if a player's decision is not 

in compliance, it is simply reset at the maximum allowable (Block 4A). 

The decision for loan officers' salaries cannot be less than $20,000, 

and the advertising and promotion decision cannot exceed $10,000. How

ever, if a bank wishes to pay more than $10,000 for advertising, the 

program will charge as current expense the desired decision amount, 

but only the $10,000 maximum will be used in the market share calcu~ 

lations. The next operation is to compute the average rates on loans, 

average service charge, average rate on time deposits, and average 

advertising expense for the current period for the three banks 

(Block 5). These averages are also used in the market share computa

tions to be discussed later. 
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The program at this point contains all the necessary information 

required to estimate market loan demand and deposit supply. These 

estimates are obtained by using equations to compute the total market 

quantities of demand deposits, time deposits, agricultural real estate 

loans, agricultural production loans, commercial loans, and consumer 

installment loans (Block 6). The empirical equations used in these 

computations will be presented and discussed in detail later in this 

chapter. 

Having obtained estimates for the market volume of deposits and 

loans, the program must compile additional data in order to calculate 

each bank's market share for each class of deposits and loans. To 

accomplish this, the balance sheets and history files from the pre

ceding period are obtained from storage (Block 7). The history file is 

a rotating array containing loan and investment volumes and their 

corresponding interest rates from the past operations of the banks. 

It also contains the past period service charge, advertising and time 

deposit rate decisions which are used in the market share calculations 

and the interest rate on federal funds. 

After the history file is entered, the maturing assets are re

moved from the file and the new decisions on rates, etc. are added to 

the history file for the current time period (Block 8). In Block 9, 

average interest rates, service charges, and advertising are computed 

for the previous period. These averages for last period are necessary 

because the market share equations use the changes in these rates and 

expenses to estimate the change in market share from one period to 

the next (Block 10). The actual equations used in these market share 

calculations will also be discussed in detail later. 



The decisions for laons and investments allow the banks to sell 

assets at a discount if so desired, as well as to purchase assets. A 

subroutine named "HISTRY" is used to check the decisions against the 

outstanding balances and update the history file as needed (Blocks 
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11-A and 11-C). First the total volume outstanding for each loan class 

is summed and compared with the players' decisions. If the decision 

is less than the amount outstanding, the difference is sold at a dis

count and the amount of the discount is charged to current expense. 

If the decision is zero, all the loans in that class are sold. The 

oldest loans are sold first and the history file cell containing these 

loan volumes is reduced by the amount sold. The discount for selling 

loans is currently set at 2 percent of the face value. The same pro

cedure is used for investments except that.the decision must be nega

tive if any of the investments are to be sold (Block.11-B). At this 

point, the history file for each bank contains the outstanding loans 

and investments before principal payments are made or before any new 

additional amounts for the current time period are added (Block 11-D). 

Before the principal payments are deducted, the amounts outstand

ing are transferred to the appropriate balance sheet items and the 

interest income for these volumes is computed. The volume of new 

loans made and interest income from them will be added to these items 

later when the new loans are allocated to the banks. 

The remainder of the "HISTRY" subroutine is concerned with per

forming the operations necessary to complete the maturity table and 

determine the timing or principal payments (Block 11-E). The agricul

tural real estate loan is a ten year loan with ten equal principal pay

ments. The agricultural production loan is a one year loan with one 
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lump sum principal payment. The commercial loan matures in two years 

and one-half of the principal is paid at the end of the first year and 

the other half at the end of the second year. The consumer install

ment loan is made for a two year maturity with one-fourth of the prin

cipal coming due each six months during the life of the loan. At the 

end of each period when principal payments are made, each sell for 

each class of loans in the history file is reduced by the appropriate 

amount corresponding to the principal payment for that type of loan. 

The resulting reduced volume for each class of loans is stored in the 

history file for use in the subsequent periods of play. This completes 

the "HISTRY" subroutine and the loan and investment portfolio values 

are returned to the main program for further computations. 

The next step in the program is to compute the volume of new 

loans made by each bank (Block 12). First, the total outstanding loan 

volumes for each loan class are summed for all three banks, and these 

values are compared with the estimates of total market demand obtained 

from the market equations mentioned previously. The difference be

tween the market demand and the current amount outstanding is the 

additional amount available to the three banks in the form of new loans. 

Each bank's market share percentage obtained from the market share 

equations for each loan class is applied to the additional amount 

available to determine the additional loan volume which the bank can 

obtain. These additional loan volumes for each bank are then compared 

with the decisions. If the decision as to the maximum desired volume 

outstanding minus the actual amount outstanding for each bank is 

greater than the additional amount available to that bank from the 

market share calculation, the volume of new loans made for the bank is 
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equal to the amount available. If the decision minus the actual amount 

outstanding is less than the additional amount available, the volume 

of new loans is equal to the maximum volume desired minus the actual 

amount outstanding. If the decision is less than or equal to the 

amount outstanding, the operations performed in the "HISTRY" subroutine 

have already sold the necessary volume of loans at a discount and no 

new loans are made. 

All new loans made are added into the history file for the current 

time period and then spread over the maturities table (Block 13). The 

new loans and the interest income from these loans are also added to 

the balance sheet and income statement items calculated in the "HISTRY" 

subroutine for the amounts already outstanding. 

The volume of time and demand deposits for each bank is obtained 

by multiplying the market equation estimates for time and demand de

posits times each bank's market share of these items (Block 14). Both 

the total market equations and the market share equations have been 

discussed previously. Each bank's volume of time and demand deposits 

is computed anew in each period. However, the volumes are somewhat 

dependent upon past periods because the market share equation esti

mates the change in market share calculation for loans since each 

bank can be assured of maintaining its outstanding volume of loans if 

the proper decision is made. A bank could undergo drastic fluctua

tions in deposits volume if irrational or erratic decisions were made. 

Forced borrowing of federal funds occurs if the bank's deposits 

and cash are not sufficient to make all loans and investments and meet 

the Federal Reserve Bank reserve requirements. The computation of 

current period cash will be discussed later. At this point, any 
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forced borrowing of federal funds during the last period plus interest 

is paid, and the new volume of time and demand deposits is used to 

compute the current period reserve requirement (Block 14). The re-

mainder of the program is concerned with completing the income state-

ment and balance sheet itmes for the current period. 

The interest income from loans has already been calculated 

(Blocks 11-D and 13). The service charge income and interest income 

on investments is now calculated, completing the income section (Block 

15). The "Other Expenses" are calculated using cost data obtained 

1 
from a previous study by Hutson and from a survey of banks conducted 

2 
by the Federal Reserve Board. The data from Hutson's study provides 

estimates of the transactions cost of making new loans and purchasing 

investments and is presented in Table III. Also included in "other 

expenses 11 is depreciation and other miscellaneous items. Interest 

expense is calculated as the sum of time deposit interest paid and in-

terest on federal funds, if applicable. Advertising expense and 

salaries expense are basically determined by the player's decisions. 

This completes the expense calculations and net income before taxes is 

calculated. After net income before taxes is determined for each bank, 

a computation of federal income taxes occurs assuming the bank is or-

ganized as a corporation. All income derived from municipal bonds is 

exempt from income taxes, and this income is deducted from net income 

before the tax computation. The first $25,000 of net income is taxed 

at a rate of 22 percent, and the net income over $25,000 is taxed at 

a rate of 48 percent. 

There still remain a few balance sheet items to be computed to 

complete the balance sheet (Block 16). The undivided profits section 



TABLE III 

TRANSACTION COST PER DOLLAR 
PER YEAR FOR ASSET ITEMS 

Item Cost/Dollar 

1 Year Agricultural Loan .002156 

10 Year Agricultural Loan .001078 

2 Year Installment Loan .00336 

6 Month Government Security .00137 

1 Year Government Security • 001-37 

3 Year Government Security .00137 

2 Year Municipal Bond .00137 

5 Year Municipal Bond .00137 

Demand Deposits .0019 

aTaken from A. L. Hutson, "Economic Analysis 
of Commercial Bank--Farm Credit System Coordination." 
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of the balance sheet is calculated adding the current net income after 

taxes to the previous balance. Total liabilities and capital are then 

calculated as is total assets excluding "cash." Cash is calculated 

as the residual difference between total liabilities and capital and 

total assets. This assures that the assets and liabilities will bal

ance. Once cash has been computed, the program checks the cash 

against the reserve requirement for deposits which was calculated 

earlier. If cash is not sufficient, the bank is forced to purchase 

federal funds at the current rate to make up the deficit. The amount 

purchased is put into "Cash" on the assets side of the balance sheet 

and into the "Federal Funds Purchased" account on the liabilities side 

and new total totals for assets and liabilities are computed. As was 

mentioned earlier, the amount of forced borrowing of federal funds 

plus the interest will not be repaid until the begim.].ing of the next 

six month period. 

Next, each bank's capital and liquidity requirement is calculated 

using the current balance sheet items and is compared with the bank's 

capital structure, which is the sum of capital stock, surplus, and 

undivided profits (Block 16). If the bank's capital structure is not 

at least 80 percent of the calculated capital requirement, then a 

printed warning will appear on the bank's balance sheet. The second 

time the warning appears an appropriate volume of the bank's loans 

will automatically be sold to reduce the capital requirement. The 

forced sale is accomplished in subroutine "WARNl." The other legal 

requirement to be checked is the long term loan to time deposit ratio. 

A warning similar to that just discussed for capital requirement is 

issued to those noncomplying banks. A second warning on the long 
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term loan to time deposit ratio results in the forced sale of long 

term loans. The forced sale is accomplished in subroutine "WAR.i.'l"2." 

This completes the main program and the output is printed by a 

subroutine identified appropriately as "OUTPUT" (Block 17). The 

first part of the "OUTPUT" subroutine is concerned with initializing 

certain items for use in printing the "Table of Portfolio Maturities". 

The rest of the subroutine includes the write and format statements 

for the printing of the output. The output is printed for each of 

the three banks. The first page of each bank's four page output is 

the balance sheet, with the second, third, and fourth pages being 

the income statement, decisions input and table of portfolio maturi

tiep, and economic and statistical information for the current period 

and next period respectively. A copy of the output will be included 

and discussed in Chapter IV. 

Empirical Market Relationships 

The equations to estimate market supply of deposits and demand 

for loans and the market share equations are important components of 

the model. The following discussion will present the statistical 

results obtained in estimating these relationships. 

Loan Demand and Deposit Supply 

Data Sources 

Data used in the estimation of the county market deposit supply 

and loan demand equations was obtained from several different sources. 

County data was used when it was available. When county data was not 



available, the least aggregated data available was used. Eighteen 

Oklahoma counties (see Figure 2) which had total bank deposits of 

$12 to $30 million as of June 30, 1972, were designated as the sample. 

These 18 counties exclude all_metropolitan areas in Oklahoma and the 

primary land use industry in all of these counties is agricultural 

production. The majority of the counties contain three commercial 

banks (the number selected for use in the model) and the maximum 

number in any county is six. As can be seen in Figure 2, the 

selected counties represent all areas of the state and are fairly 

well dispersed throughout the state. The total value of agricultural 

products sold ranged from $4 million to $25 million in 1969 for these 

18 counties. The Bureau for Business and Economic Research of the 

University of Oklahoma provided county data for personal income and 

retail sales. 3 The Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City provided 
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unpublished data for the county stock of deposits and loans in commer-

cial banks on June 30 and December 31 from 1961 through 1972. The 

Range and Pasture Conditions Index used as a proxy for weather con

ditions is published by the U.S.D.A. 4 Interest rates for the agri

cultural loan equations were also taken from U.S.D.A. publications. 5 

The Department of Agricultural Economics at Oklahoma State University 

was the source for the index of farm prices received by Oklahoma 

6 
farmers. To obtain a weighted index for each individual county, 

the indices for livestock and livestock products and for all crops 

for Oklahoma were multiplied by the proportion of the total value 

of agricultural products weighted by the actual type of agriculture 

sales for that county. The interest rate for commercial loans and 

average yield on corporate bonds was obtained from the Survey of 
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Business Conditions, 7 and the Federal Reserve Bulletin8 was the source 

of interest rates on time deposits in commercial banks. The average 

of the maximum legal rates for several classes of time and savings 

deposits was used as the measure of the interest rate on time deposits. 

The Oklahoma State University version of Iowa State University's 

OMNITAB statistical computer program was utilized to fit regression 

equations of the various hypothesized forms discussed in Chapter II to 

the data. For all the equations presented in the following discussion, 

the standard error or each parameter will be given in parentheses 

immediately below the parameter. All of the variables used in the 

following equations are identified in Table IV. 

Time Deposits. After testing variations of the .hypothesis, the 

following equation was selected for use in estimating the county stock 

of time deposits: 

TD= - 771,932.0 + 184,257.4 (rTD) + 1.05 (TD_1) 
(346088.8) (94495.9) (.012) 

- .042 (rB) (CPI)+ 16,710.5 (T) 
(.31) (6647.0) 

The R2 for this equation is .9895 and the standard error of the 

estimate is $278,591. The F-ratio for the regression equation is equal 

to 7,521.03. The signs are all theoretically consistent and all para-

meters are significant at the 5 percent level or greater, except the 

product of county income and the yield on corporate bonds. This vari-

able was included to represent the substitute relationship between time 

deposits and bonds, even though it was not significant. The coefficient 



Code 

TD 

DD 

AG REL 

AGPROD 

COMML 

INS TA 

t 

r. 
1 

IFP 

RI 

CRS 
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TABLE IV 

DEFINITION OF VARIABLES FOR MARKET EQUATIONS 

Definition 

County stock of time deposits 

County stock of demand deposits 

County stock of agricultural real estate loans 

County stock of agricultural production loans 

County stock of commercial loans 

County stock of consumer installment loans 

~ield on time deposits 

Yield on corporate bonds 

County personal income in thousands of dollars 

Time (June 30, 1962 = 0 

Dummy seasonal variable (= 1, June 30 and= 0, December 31 

Interest rate on ith class of loans 

Index of farm prices 

Index of range conditions 

County retail sales in thousands of dollars 
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of - .042 for this variable indicates that a one unit increase 

(decrease) in the yield on corporate bonds will result in a .042 

times (CPI) decrease (increase) in the supply of time deposits when 

all other variables are held constant at their mean values. The time 

deposit rate coefficient indicates that a one unit increase (decrease) 

in the interest rate on time deposits will result in a $184,257 in-

crease (decrease) in the county supply of time deposits. 

Demand Deposits. The following equation was selected for esti-

mating county demand deposits: 

DD 2,360,364.5 - 222,615.8 (t) + 18.535 (CPI) 
(574896.9) (57172.3) (4.54) 

- 464,534.8 (rTD) + .3187 (DD-1) + .5559 (DD-2) + 53,343 (T) 
(155315.0) (.0442) (.0427) (10352.7) 

The R2 is .9417 with a standard error of $465,641 and an F-ratio 

of 853.60. All signs are as expected and every.coefficient is statisti-

cally significant at the 1 percent level. The parameter for the dummy 

variable indicates that the supply of demand deposits is $222,616 

lower on June 30 than on December 31 with other variables fixed at 

their mean. A $1,000 increase (decrease) in county personal income 

results in a $18.54 increase (decrease) in the supply of demand de-

posits with other factors held constant. The substitution between 

time and demand deposits is brought out by the coefficient for the 

interest rate on time deposits representing a $464,533 decrease 

(increase) in supply of demand deposits for each 1 percent increase 

(decrease) in the time deposit rate. 
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Loan Equations 

Agricultural Real Estate Loans. To estimate the demand for long 

term agricultural loans, the following equation was chosen: 

AGREL = 1,237,394.1 - 1.482 (CPI) - 211,185.8 (r.) 
(344,398.3) (.796) (6279.1) i 

+ 156.32 (IFP) + .990 (AGREL-2) + 7,560.8 (T) 
(254.15) (.024) (2884.3) 

2 This equation has an R of .8813, a standard error of $125,084, 

and an F-ratio of 472.35. The hypothesized signs are present and the 

lagged dependent, interest rate, and time variable coefficients are 

significant at the 1 percent level. County personal income is signi-

ficant at the 10 percent level and the coefficient indicates that a 

$1,000 increase (decrease) in income will result in a $1.48 decrease 

(increase) in the demand for agricultural real estate loans. The 

coefficient of 156.32 for the index of farm prices indicates that 

with other variables held constant, a one unit change in this vari-

able results in a $156.32 change in the demand for agricultural real 

estate loans in the same direction. This equation is highly interest 

elastic, since a one unit increase (decrease) in the interest rate 

will result in a $211,186 decrease (increase) in the demand for long 

term agricultural loans, other factors held constant. 

Agricultural Production Loans. The equation selected for estimat-

ing the demand for short term agricultural loans is: 

AGPROD = - 372,823.0 - 99,106.4 (t) - 2.18 (CPI) 
(340,553.6) (45,005.3) (2.06) 



+ 1,572,44 (IFP) + 1.097 (AGPROD-2) - 93,829.7 (r.) 
(565.11) (.016) (29734.2) 1 

+ 8,381.6 (RI) 
(3476.5) 

The R2 is .9461 with a standard error of $323,584 and an F-ratio 

of 927.82. With the exception of the income variable, all parameters 

are significant at the 5 percent level or higher and all the signs 

are consistent with the hypothesis. The volume of agricultural pro-

duction loans demanded on June 30 is $99,106 less than on December 31 
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with other factors held constant. The coefficient for range condition 

(RI) indicates that a one unit increase (decrease) in the index of 

range conditions results in a $8,382 increase (decrease) in the demand 

for short term agricultural loans. The volume of agricultural pro-

duction loans demanded decreases (increases) $93,830 for each 1 percent 

increase (decrease) in the interest rate for this class of loan. 

Conunercial Loans. The conunercialloan equation selected is: 

COMML = - 37,415,7 + .8947 (COMML-1) + 3450.2 (T) 
(27571.7) (.027) (1803.1) 

+ 8.95 (CRS) 
(2.27) 

The R2 is .8824 with a standard error of $166,558 and an F-ratio 

of 846.04. The parameters are all significant at the 10 percent level 

or better and all have the expected signs. All models tested that in-

eluded the interest rate variable yielded a positive sign for that 

variable. Because it was not significant and was theoretically incon-

sistent, interest rate was excluded from the equation. The income 

variable would not significantly enter the equation and likewise, it 
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was excluded. The county retail sales coefficient indicates that 

the demand for commercial loans will increase (decrease) by $8.95 

when county retail sales increases (decreases) $1,000 with other 

variables held constant. 

Consumer Installment Loans. The estimation of this equation with-

out data for interest rates provided reasonable results. The actual 

equation selected is: 

INSTA = 48,821.l + 8.45 (CPI) + .898 (INSTA-1) - 2,168.0 (T) 
(26,661.5) (1.62) (.025) (1,954.6) 

The R2 is .9235, standard error is $191,821 and the F-ratio is 

1433.13. All parameters except time are significant at the 1 percent 

level, and most of the signs are as expected. The time variable was 

expected to have a pqsitive sign indicating an upward· trend over the 

time period, but a negative sign resulted and the parameter was not 

significant. The coefficient for county personal income indicates 

that the demand for installment loans will increase (decrease) $8.45 

for each $1,000 increase (decrease) in income. 

Market Share 

Data Sources 

Most of the data used for the estimation of the market share 

equations was primary data obtained through a mailed questionnaire. 

The survey included 76 banks in the 18 counties identified earlier in 

Figure 2. A copy of the questionnaire appears in Figure 3. Exactly 

50 percent of the sample banks returned completed questionnaires, but 



Banking Competition Questionnaire 

Confidential 

For Statistical Purposes Only 

Location of Your Bank Town. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Date of Charter 

Number of Competing Banks in Trade Area~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Approximate Distance to Furthest Competitor~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Do you have an Agricultural Loan Officer so designated?~_Yes No 

Demand Deposits: 

Amount December 31 

Service Charge Income ($/Yr.) 

Time Deposits: 

Amount as of December 31 

Interest Expense ($/Yr.) 

Loans: 

Volume as of December 31 

Real Estate 
Agriculture 
Commercial 
Installment 

Average Interest Rates (%) 

Real Estate 
Agriculture 
Commercial 
Installment 

Total Advertising Expense ($/Yr.) 

1970 1971 

Figure 3. Questionnaire Form for Bank Survey 

1972 
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11 of those could not be included because of incomplete data. The 

summarized data obtained from the survey is presented in Appendix A. 

All of.the banks in many of the sample counties did not return the 

questionnaires, and because averages for all banks in the county 

were desired, the data was somewhat inadequate. Secondary data from 

the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City was also used in combination 

with the primary data to estimate market share equations. The 

OMNITAB statistical program fit the hypothesized relationships to 

the data. In the following discussion, the standard errors are pre-

sented in the same manner as for the market equations and all vari-

ables are defined in Table V. 

~eposit Equations 

Time Deposits. The equation selected for estimating the change 

in market share of time deposits is: 

D. % Mk.t. Sh. TD - .3846 - .1804 (NBANKS) + .0631 (NMILES) 
(.619) (.125) (.0298) 

+ .000947 (D.Adv-D.Adv) 
(. 00039) 

The R2 is .2780 with a standard error of 1.60 and an F-ratio of 
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3.40. All of the coefficients are significant at the 20. percent level 

or greater except the (D.rTD-D.~TD) variable, and all the signs are as 

expected. The coefficients indicate that a one dollar increase 

(decrease) in the change in a bank's advertising outlay will result 

in a ·.000345 percent increase (decrease) in the change in that bank's 



Code 

NBANKS 

NMILES 

Adv 

r. 
1 

TABLE V 

DEFINITIONS OF VARIABLES FOR MARKET SHARE EQUATIONS 

Definition 

Change in the percent share of the market for each class 

Number of competing banks 

Distance to farthest competitor 

Advertising expense for each bank 

Interest rate on time deposits 

Service charge on demand.deposits in percent 

Interest rate on the ith class of loan 

A bar over any variable indicates average for the market 
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market share of time deposits with other factors held constant. If a 

bank pays a 1 percent higher rate on time deposits than the average 

rate, the change in that bank's market share of time deposits will be 

.8951 percent assuming other variables constant. The number of banks 

coefficient indicates that a one bank increase (decrease) in the 

number of banks in the market will decrease (increase) the change in 

market share by .1804 percent. The change in market share will in-

crease (decrease) by .0631 percent for each mile increase in the total 

size of the market. 

Demand Deposits. To allocate the market supply of demand deposits 

to the three banks, the following equation was selected: 

~ % Mk.t. Sh. DD 1.5044 - 12.564 (~SC)+ .000273 (~Adv) 
(.568) (4.22) (.00023) 

- 6.678 (~SC-~SC) + .000731 (~Adv-~Adv) - .2722 (NBANKS) 
(5.35) (.00039) (.0886) 

The R2 is .5562 with the standard error and F-ratio being 1.65 and 

14.54 respectively. The coefficients for (~SC) and (NBANKS) are signi-

ficant at the 1 percent level and the coefficient for (~Adv-~Adv) is 

significant at the 10 percent level. The other two coefficients are 

very close to being significant at the 20 percent level, and all signs 

are as expected. The coefficients indicate that when a bank changes 

its service charge on demand deposits by 1 percent, that bank's share 

of the market for demand deposits will change in the opposite direction 

by 12.564 percent, other factors held constant~ The coefficient for 

the change in advertising variable indicates that a one dollar in-

crease (decrease) in this variable will increase (decrease) the bank's 
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change in the market share of demand deposits by .000273 percent, . 

other factors held constant. Both the change in service charge and 

change in advertising variables are also included as parts of other 

variables in this equation. 

Loan .E!.9..Uations 

Agricultural Real Estate Loans. The equation to estimate the 

change in market share for agricultural real estate loans is: 

6 % Mkt. Sh. AGREL = 4.823 + .6474 (NBANKS) - .3618 (NMILES) 
(8.42) (1. 75) (.470) 

+ .00366 (6Adv) - 5.271 (r.-r.) + .00246 (Adv-Adv) 
(.0025) (10.41) 1 1 (.0016) 

The R2 is .0671 and the standard error is 21.45 with an F-ratio 

for regression of .69. The only coefficients significant at the 

20 percent level are the ones for (6Adv) and (Adv-Adv). The signs 

are as expected except that the signs on the (NBANKS) and (NMILES) 

variables are reversed. The results indicate that an interest rate 

1 percent higher (lower) than the average rate will result in a 5.271 

percent decrease (increase) in the change in that bank's market share 

of agricultural real estate loans. The coefficient for change in 

advertising indicates that a one dollar change in this variable will 

change the market share by .00366 percent in the same direction. 

Agricultural Production Loans. The equation selected to determine 

the market share of agricultural production loans is: 

6 % Mkt. Sh. AGPROD = - 2.375 + .1654 (NBANKS) + .037 (NMILES) 
(1.62) (.383) (.096) 



- .6691 (~r.-l~.) + .00099 (6Adv-6Adv) 
(2.80) 1 1 (.00093) 

The R2 is .0694 with the standard error of estimate ?eing 4.48 

and an F-ratio of .91. None of the parameters are significant, 

and the sign is not as expected for the (NBANKS) coefficient. The 

difference between the change in an individual bank's interest rate 

for agricultural production loans and the change in the average 

rate is not nearly as important as the difference in current rates 

was for long term agricultural loans. The coefficient for the 

(6Adv- Adv) variable indicates that a one dollar increase (decrease) 

in this variable will increase (decrease) the change in the market 

share of agricultural production loans by .00099 percent, other 

variables held constant. 

Commercial Loans. The equation selected for commercial loan 

market share is: 

6 % Mkt. Sh. COMML = - 1. 373 + .1374 (NBANKS) - 3. 716 (6r.) 
(2.88) (.458) (6.20) i 

+ 18.757 (6r.-6r.) + .00327 (6Adv-6Adv) 
]. ]. 

(8.16) (.00167) 

The R2 is .2157 and the standard error is 4.48 with an F-ratio 

for regression of .91. Again, the sign for the (NBANKS) coefficient 

is not as expected and the sign for the coefficient on (6r.-6r.) is 
]. ]. 

not as hypothesized, but is significant at the 5 percent level. When 

the average rate differential variable 6r.-6r. was deleted, the 
]. ]. 

proper signs for other variables did not appear, and since some form 

of an equation was needed, this one was selected. The coefficient 
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for (~Adv-~Adv) is significant at the 10 percent level and indicates 

that the change in market share for commercial loans will increase 

(decrease by .00327 percent when a bank's change in advertising is 

one dollar greater than the average change in advertising), 

Consumer Installment Loans. For estimating the change in install-

ment loan market share, the following equation was chosen: 

~ % Mkt. Sh. INSTA = - 2.633 + .8358 (NBANKS) - .0537 (NMILES) 
(1.99) (.407) (.113) 

+ .000581 (Adv-Adv) - .000373 (~r.-~r.) 
1 1 

The R2 is 18.81, the standard error is 5.27, and the F-ratio is 

2.84. As 'for most loan market share equations, the signs are reversed 

on the (NBANKS) and (NMILES) coefficients. The (NBANKS) coefficient 

is significant at the 5 percent level and the (Adv-Adv) coefficient is 

significant at the 20 percent level, and indicates that an advertising 

outlay one dollar greater (smaller) than the average outlay will in-

crease (decrease) a bank's change in the share of the market of in-

stallment loans by .00581 percent. As the results indicate, a 1 

percent change in the (~r.-~r.) variable results in a .00373 change 
1 1 

in the market share of installment loans in the opposite direction. 

2 Low R's, statistical insignificance of variables, and low F-ratios 

for the market share equations were less than expected, and the need 

for further research is noted. However, with the exception of the 

commercial loan market share equation discussed below, these equations 

are acceptable for their intended use within the model. Pretesting the 

model resulted in reasonable allocation of the market demand and supply 

volumes of deposits and loans (other than commercial loans) to the 
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three banks through the use of these equations. However, the positive 

sign and relatively large value for the coefficient on the (~r.-~r.) 
1 1 

variable in the commercial loan market share equation resulted in un-

realistic market share estimates when the game was pretested. A bank 

that charged a higher rate on commercial loans received the largest 

volume of these loans. Because of the inadequacy of the commercial 

loan market share equation, the (~r.-~r.) variable was deleted from 
1 1 

the equation for use in the model. Eliminating the variable remedied 

the situation. The need for further research in this area will be 

discussed in Chapter V. 
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CHAPTER IV 

INSTRUCTIONS, TESTING, AND EVALUATION 

Introduction 

This chapter will present an explanation of the operations 

necessary to utilize the game; including a discussion of the data 

input, the output from that data, and player's instructions. The 

results of a series of decisions made by three teams will be summa

rized and the highlights will be compared and discussed. Finally, an 

evaluation of the "game" will be presented supplel1lented by comments 

from the members of the test teams. 

Playing the Game 

Administrator's Instructions and 

Data Input Procedures 

Although the computer program for the model is designed for the 

IBM 360 Model 65 computer and is structured for the three competing 

banks, the flexibility of the program is illustrated by the fact that 

minor modifications will adapt the model to other computer systems 

and/or different numbers of competing banks. As presently structured, 

all three banks begin with identical financial statements. This is 

accomplished by the "game administrator" entering identical history 

files, balance sheets, and decisions for the three banks to obtain 



the initial output that is given to each decision team before they. 

begin play. 
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The arrangement of the input data cards is presented in Figure 4. 

For the beginning output, the administrator must provide all of the 

cards shown in Figure 4. After that, most of the card input is gener

ated by the program as card output and there are only a few cards to 

be punched for each decision set. 

The first input card shown in Figure 4 contains the time period 

for the period of play, and the data required for the warnings given 

to those banks that do not comply with the regulations. This card is 

part of the card output from the previous set of decisions. The 

next 9 cards contain the 72 exogenous variables used in the market 

equations and various other areas of the program. The first 6 cards 

for the exogenous variables can be handled in either of two ways. 

Several sets of these variables can be preselected by the administra

tor and punched on cards before the game is played, or the administrator 

may choose to prepare each set of exogenous cards just prior to each 

period of play. The last 3 of the 9 exogenous variable cards contain 

each bank's share of the market for each class of loan and deposits 

for the previous period. Since these market share values are calcula

ted within the program each period, the cards containing these values 

are also part of the card output from the previous set of decisions. 

The players' decisions for each period of play are punched on the 

next 12 cards as shown in Figure 4. Each bank's decisions are punched 

on 4 cards and the cards are read in the order of the preassigned 

bank number designation. The decisions will be discussed in detail 

later. Next, the previous period's balance sheet and the history file 
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. HISTORY FILE (BANK 3) {54 CARDS) 

BALANCE SHEET (BANK 3) 3 CARDS 

HISTORY FILE {BANK 2) (54 CARDS) 

BALANCE SHEET BANK 2 

HISTORY FILE {BANK 1) (54 CARDS) 

3 CARDS 

DECISIONS (BANK 1, 2, & 3) (12 CARDS) 

(9 CARDS) 

TIME PERIOD & WARNINGS (1 CARD) 

Figure 4. Arrangement of Data Input Cards 



for each bank is read in the order of the ciesignated bank number. 

Each bank's balance sheet items are contained on 3 cards and each 

bank's history file items are contained on 54 cards. After this bal

ance sheet and history file data used to initialize playing of the 

game is entered, all of these cards for this period's play are part 

of the card output from the previous run. 
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If the exogenous variables have been prepunched, only the 12 

cards for the player's decisions have to be punched for subsequent pe

riods of play. The card output obtained from the previous set of 

decisions has to be rearranged to coincide with the order in which it 

is read into the program for the following decision. The first card 

of the output contains the name of the program and can be discarded. 

The next card is the time period card, and it is the first card for 

the input data for the subsequent period of play. The next 3 output 

cards contain the exogenous variables for market share and these 

must be placed after the other 6 prepunched cards for exogenous vari

ables in the input deck. The remaining output cards that summarize 

the balance sheets and history files are in the correct order and can 

be entered directly. Finally, the 12 decision input cards must be 

added in their proper position as shown in Figure 4. The printed 

output tables obtained will be presented and discussed later. The 

administrator is responsible for distributing these output tables of 

the game to each of the decision groups for their analysis before mak

ing the next set of decisions . 

• 



Players' Instructions--Decisions and Output 

All of the participants are provided with the beginning output 

tables and the decision forms. These items are supplemented with 

a set of written players' instructions and examples by the administra

tor. A copy of the players' instructions appears in Appendix B. 

Decision Form 

A copy of the decision form is presented in Figure 5. Each 

decision group should fill in their preassigned bank number, the six 

month time period, and the year for the current play. The decision 

for time deposit rate represents an average rate for all classes of 

time and saving deposits and presently cannot be in excess of 6.50 

percent. The decision for loan officers' salaries includes the 

president's salary and must be at least $20,000 for the six month 

period. Service charge is expressed as a percentage of demand de

posits, and there is no restriction on the magnitude of this decision. 

A typical range for the service charge decision is from 0.0 percent 
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to 1.00 percent. Advertising and promotion may be set at any value 

desired, but the players should be cautioned that a saturation point 

exists above which advertising expenses have no effect on loan or 

deposit volumes. Each bank team also must make decisions with respect 

to the interest rates for the four classes of loans as indicated in 

Figure 5. 

The decisions for loan volumes are policy decisions that indicate 

the maximum volume of outstanding loans that the players are willing 

to accept for the next six month period. These maximum volumes may 



DECISIONS 

Bank Period Year -

Time Deposit Rate % (101-110) Loans:* 

Loan Officers Salaries $ (111-120) Agricultural Ten Year 
Agricultural One Year 

Service Charge % (131-140) Commercial 
Installment 

Advertising and Promotion $ (141-150) 
Investments:** 

Interest Rates: 
Six Month Security 

Agricultural Ten Year % (231-240) One Year Security 
Agricultural One Year % (251-260) Three Year Security 
Commercial Loans % (271-280) Two Year Municipal 
Installment Loans % (301-310) Five Year Municipal Bond 

*Maximum Volume Desired Outstanding--May not be met. 

**Actual Dollar Amount Purchased. 

Figure 5. Players Decision Form 

$ 
$: 
$ 
$: 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

(311-320) 
(321-330) 
(351-360) 
(361-370 

(371-380) 
(401-410) 
(411-420) 
(421-430) 
(431-440) 

°' ........ 



not be obtained if they are greater than the bank's market share 

determined by the competitive relationships within the model. If 

a bank decision team desires to let its market share, determined by 

interest rates, advertising, and service charges dictate the volume 

of loans, then the decision for maximum volume outstanding should be 

set at a large unobtainable level. To sell loans, the appropriate 

loan decision should be set at the volume which the bank wishes to 

have outstanding after the sale. A loan declsion of zero (0.0) for 

investments means that the bank does not desire to add any invest

ments in that particular class, but does desire to maintain in its 

portfolio those investments previously purchased less those maturing. 

To sell investments before maturity, the investment decision must be 

negative and equal to the volume which the bank desires to sell. 

Output Tables 
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Each bank decision team received a four page output at the be

ginning of the game and after each six month period of play. As 

discussed previously, the initial or beginning output is identical for 

all three banks. A sample copy of this output appears in Table VI. A 

later section of this chapter will present a discussion of the de

cisions and results generated in testing and verifying the game, and 

the output presented in Table VI was given to all three decision teams 

to initialize that test. 

The balance sheet or "Statement of Conditions" is the first table 

of the output. Most of the entries are clearly understood. Within 

the "government securities to one year" account is included the volume 

of both the six month and one year government securities. The 



TABLE VI 

COMPUTER OUTPUT STATEMENTS FOR BANK MANAGEMENT GAME 

.AS.S...EI.S. 

CASH AND DUE FROMS 
GOVERNMENT SECURITIES: 

TO ONE YEAR 
CNE TO THREE YEARS 

TOTAL SEC URI TIES 
MUNICIPAL BONDS: 

T1;0 YEAR 
FI VE YEAR 

TOT AL eoNDS 
LOANS: 

AG TEN YEAR 
AG ONE YEAR 
COMMERCIAL 
INSTALLMENT 

TOTAL LOANS 
BANKING PREMISES ANO EQUIP. 
OTHER ASSETS 

TOTAL ASSETS 

850000.00 
450000.00 

550000.00 
350000. 00 

zsoooo.oo 
934610. 70 
329832.10 
395691.90 

.SlAJE~Ull.S_ilE...t.O.tiO.lll..ONS. 

llAA~-~rlA..-1.-.ef&ltlll-..2-'l'.J;AR.._Q 

966117. 00 

1300000.00 

900000.00 

1910133. 00 
100000.00 

l 0000. 00 

L l!lilll ll.:..S 

DEMA~D DEPOSITS 

Tl ~E DEPOSITS 

FED FU NOS PURCHASED 

TOTAL LIABILITIES 

CAPITAL STOCK 
SURPLUS 
UNDIVIDED PROFITS 

TOT AL CAP IT AL 

C.! eUlLE.IJl:HlS 

-5.l.afl..25..ll...Q.Q TOTAL LIABILITIES ANO CAPITAL 

2823129.00 

1719709.00 

o. 00 

4542838.00 

l'tOOOJ .OJ 
210000.00 
293412.80 

643412.80 

..lla.U~Q. 

0-, 
\0 



S.Ufill.AB.X 

INCOME: 
INTEREST ON LOANS 
INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS 
SER VICE CHARGE 
CT HER 

TOTAL INCOIIE 

EXPENSES: 
INTEREST PAID 
ADVERTISING 
SALARIES 
CT HER 

TOTAL EXPENSES 

NET INCOME BEFORE TAXES 
LE SS TAXES 

NET INCOME 

TABLE VI (Continued) 

.Sfl!l=Atlt:l.U!.LltltO!:IL.ilA.!.Ulffil. 

.BAt:liLN!l,_Le.ffilQD_2-. UAL-.0 

DETAIL~ SELECTED ACCQJ.~Lt 

70261. 75 
42762.49 

3526.91 
1100.00 

36543.81 
3000.00 

53 ooo. 00 
18126. 83 

124253.00 

110670.60 

13582. 38 
169.48 

_lJ!tllA.11.'i 

INTEREST ON LOANS 
AG TEN YEAR 
AG ONE YEAR 
C OHME RC I AL 
INSTALLMENT 

INTEREST PAID 
TIME DEPOSITS 
FEDERAL FUNDS 

7501.25 
29761.56 
12633.26 
20345.70 

36543. Bl 
0 .oo 

70261.75 

36543.81 

-...J 
0 



T( ME DEPOSIT RATE 
LOAN OFFICERS SALARIES 
SERVICE CHARGE 
ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION 
INTEREST RATES: 

AG TEN YEAR 
AG ONE YEAR 
cc"'"'ERCIAL LOANS 
INSTALLMENT LOANS 

4 .251 
25000.00 

0.25:S 
3000.00 

6 .25:C 
e. soi 
8.75:C 

10.50:c 

TABLE VI (Continued) 

of,1.mi~.5-l!if.!JJ 

dA~K NO, l PE.B.lJJJl..~_YEAB O 

LOANS: l/ 
AG TEN YEAR 
AG ONE YEAR 
COM HERC IAL 
I NS T ALLMENTS 

INVEST"IE'HS: 2./ 
SIX MONTH SECURITY 
ONE YEAR SECURlTY 
THREE YEAR SECURITY 
TWO YEAR MUNIC[PAL BONO 
FIVE YEAR MUNlCIPAL BONO 

ll"'AX IMUM VOLUME DESIRED OUTSTANDING--MAY NOT BE MET. 
2./ACTUAL DOLLAR AMOUNT PURCHASED. 

250000.00 
1000000 .oo 

500000.00 
500000.00 

300000.00 
250000,00 

50000.00 
150000.00 
50000,00 

----------------· ---------------------·------------------------- ·--------------------
IA!lll_lJ.LfDaI.f.OLliL!iA!t.LIU.llfS. 

MAlUBES AI ENJl_QE_~lQO 

£.E.&lJJO. ..l!EJL ____ __JDlA .IL __ ____z _____ .i_ ___ ~.!t--------5------11--------1-..----.8--------.9-------lQ ___ 
l YR GOVT 550000. 3000 oo. 2 50000. o. o. 0, o. o. o. o. o. o. 
3 ~EAR GCVT 450000. 50000. 100000. 100000. 50000. 100000. 50000. o. 0, o. o. o. 
2 YEAf! MUNI 550000. 2 oouoo. 100000. 100000, 150000. o. 0. o. o. o. o. o. 
5 YEAR MUNI 350000. 50000 • 50000. 50000. 50000. 5 0000, o. 50000, o. o. 5:>:>oo. o. 

10 ~EAR AG 2 50000. 6500. 23150. 6000. 22650. 5500. 22650. 4500. 22150. 3000. 22150. 3000, 
l YEAR AG 93461 l. 230000. 704611. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. 
2 YEAR CC'°'M 329832, 7 5000 • 121166. 37500. 96166. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. 
2 \fAR INST 395692. 1'2 76 73. l 08923, 88923, 70173. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. 
6 MO. SECUR 300000, 300000. 

TOTALS 1339172. 1457848. 382423. 4'38989, 155500. 72650. 54500. 22150. 3000. 72150. 3000. 

"-.J 
I-' 



COUNTY PERSONAL [NCOME 
COUNlY RETAIL SALES 
INDEX OF RELE~ENT FARM PRICES 
INDEX OF RANGE CONDITIONS l/ 
PP IME RATE 
AvERAGE FOR GA,..E BANKS: 

AVERAGE RATE ON TIME DEPOSITS 
AVERAGE SERVICE CHARGE 
AVERAGE ADVERT! SING EXPENSE 
AVERAGE RATES ON LOANS: 

AG TEN YEAR 
AG ONE YEAR 
CC MME PC I AL 
I NSTA LLME NT 

FR8 PESERVE REf.lUIREMENT: 
'fll'E OEPCSITS 
DEMAND DEPOSITS at 

AVERAGE YIELD ON CORPORATE BONDS 

TABLE VI (Continued) 

.E.tllli!J!il.C...A~0-~1A11~1ltAl..l~EJJ!Ul!1lJ:l~ 

Al1._.BA!SKS..L_ff.fil0ll-L:t .f.A!L-l!. 

e.B.E..\llQiJ.Le.E.8.100 

$ l 0000000. 00 
S 6500000.00 

325.00 
78·,00 
6, 25:g 

4.25:C 
o.2si 

$ 3000.00 

6 .2 5 i 
8. 50l 
a.1s: 

10.soi 

3 .ooi 
e.00,10.00,12.ooi 

1. 36:g 

JJlAlSS..i. 
VOLUME 
:g OF MARKET 

ll!i.LOE.e.l.Sll.SJ 
VOLUME 
% OF MARKET 

.ll.f1JMllLOf pos !IS 
VOLUME 
% OF MARKET 

au ILl:I.IJ!iB.f.B. _____ 1 __________ 2 _____ -----1--~ 
$ 1910133.00 S 1~10093.00 $ 1910158.00 

33.-33% 33.33:C 33.33: 

S 1719709,00 S 1719709,00 $ 1719709.00 
33.33:C 33.33: 33.33:g 

$ 2823129.00 S 2823129.00 S 2823129.00 
33.33% 33.33:C 33.33% 

l/lNDICES ARE AS FOLLOkS: BELOW 49,VERY BAO; 50-59,BAO; 60-69,POOR; 70-79,FAIR; 80-89,COOO; 
90-99,VERY GOOD: ABOVE 100,EXCELLENT. 

Z/FRB RATES ON DEMAND D~POSITS ARE AS FOLLOWS; a.oo: ON THE FIRST s2,ooo,ooo.oo; 10.00: ON THE ~EXT sa,000,000.00: AND 
12.00:g CN THE NEXT $90,000,ooo.oo. 

~~~~------------------------

ll!u.AL 
FEDERAL FUNDS RATE 
SIX MONTH SECURITY RATE 
ONE YEAR SECURITY RATE 
THREE YEAR SECURITY RATE 
TWO YEAR ,..UNICll'AL BONO RATE 
FlvE YEAR MUNICIPAL BCNO RATE 
FRB RESERVE REQUIREMENTS: 

DE.'IANO DEPOSITS 
TP4E OEPOSI TS 

~ULU&lllll 

6. 40% 
6. 30t 
6 .25:g 
6.2 5:C 
3 .10 '.Ii 
3 .35 i 

a.00,10.00,12.00: 
3.ooi 

E.Jie.E.c.IE.D. 
COUNTY PERSONAL INCOME 
COUNTY RETAIL SALES 
INDEX OF FARM PRICES 
PRIME RATE 

EfilH1 
$ 9750000 .oo 
$ 6250000.00 

32 5. 00 
1.00 

I.ll 
s11000000. oo 
S 1:>00000.00 

36 O. OJ 
1. 75 

"-.! 
N 



"federal funds purchased" account shows the amount of forced borrow

ing of federal funds if deposits were not sufficient to support the 

asset structure. The "capital stock" and "surplus" accounts are 

assumed to be constant from period to period, and all the net income 

after taxes is accumulated in the "undivided profits" account. 

The next table of the output is the "Income Statement." This 

table summarized the income and expense items with a detailed break

down of the interest income from each class of loan. The third table 

of the output summarized the decisions made for the previous period 

of play. These decisions are presented in exactly the same format 

as the decision input form discussed previously. 
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Also provided on the third page of the output is the "Table of 

Portfolio Maturities." The first column of this table is the "totals" 

column showing the total amount outstanding for each class of port

folio item as these items appear on the current "Statement of Condi

tions." The remaining 11 columns present by class of loan or investment 

the amount of cash which will come due or flow into the bank in the 

form of principle payments on loans or maturing investments at the.end 

of the six month period designated in the column headings. The "totals" 

column includes the values for the "0 11 period column which represents 

the amount of cash which has just been repaid or matured and is avail

able for reinvestment in the upcoming period of play. The "Table of 

Portfolio Maturities" is included as a decision making aid for the 

players. The amount of cash available from maturing assets plus "Cash" 

from the balance sheet plus any anticipated increase in deposits gives 

the decision groups a starting point in deciding how much cash they 

will have available for reinvestment and required reserve and what 



amount they can purchase in the next period without borrowing federal 

funds of having excess cash. The table also provides a tool for 

long range planning since it shows the amount of maturing assets for 

ten future periods or five years. 

The fourth and final page of the output is identical in all 

periods for all banks. This page presents selected economic and 

statistical information for the previous and upcoming period of play. 

For the previous period, the averages for the three banks for several 

decisions such as interest rates, service charge and advertising are 

presented so that each bank can compare its decisions with its com

petitors. The relative position of each bank in the volume and per

cent of the market of loans and time and demand deposits is also 

presented. The information provided for the next period indicates 

to the decision teams exactly what the rate of. interes_t will be for 

government securities and municipal bonds and what the interest rate 

on federal funds will be if the bank is forced to purchase these 

funds. Also included are forecast ranges for certain variables rele

vant to the county's economic condition as well as a forecast range 

for the prime rate. 

.Model Testing 
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To test the model in a gaming situation, three different groups 

were asked to participate in making bank management decisions. In 

order to evaluate the potential of the game in different environments, 

a team of graduate students of the Department of Agricultural Economics 

at Oklahoma State University, a team of faculty members of the Depart

ment of Agricultural Economics, and a team of bank officers from a 



local commercial bank were chosen for model testing and verification. 

All three teams started with beginning statements identical to those 

presented earlier in Table VI. The results in Table VI are for the 

period ending December 31, and the first set of decisions will be 

made for the six months from January through June. The following 

discussion will present each bank's decisions and the resulting 

output for four periods of play. 

Period Number One 
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The economic and statistical data for the first period indicates 

rising interest rates and farm prices. The banks begin with an excess 

of cash and deposits should increase within the community. 

The decisions made by each team for the first six month period 

are presented in Table VII along with selected output-items. Bank 

number one increased the advertising outlay from $3,000 to $12,000, 

while banks two and three increased this item to $7,000 and $5,000, 

respectively. The large increase in advertising for bank one resulted 

in an increase in that bank's share of the market of deposits and loans 

at the expense of bank three, which had a higher rate for time de

posits and lower rates on loans. The lower interest rates for loans 

for bank two compared to bank one enabled bank two to maintain its 

share of loans in spite of the lower advertising. Bank three restrict

ed the volume desired for both classes of agricultural loans and might 

have had a larger share of the market had not these restrictions been 

effective. Each bank chose to place all anticipated cash into six 

month government securities, reflecting the expected rise in interest 

rates by all teams. 



TABLE VII 

DECISIONS AND RESULTS FOR PERIOD ONE 

.Decision Items 

Time Deposit Rate 
Loan Officers' Salaries 
Service Charge 
Advertising and Promotion 
Interest Rates: 

Ag. Ten Year 
Ag. One Year 

. Commercial Loans 
Installment Loans 

Loans: 

Ag. Ten Year 
Ag, One Year 
Commercial 
Installment 

Investments: 

Six Month Security 
One Year Security 
Three Year Security 
Two Year Municipal 
Five Year Municipal 

Output Items: 

Total Assets 
Cash 

Total Loans: 

Ag. Ten Year 
Ag. One Year 
Commercial 
Installment 

Total Investments: 

Gov't Securities 
Municipal Bonds 

Demand Deposits 
Time Deposits 
Fed. Funds Borrowed * 
Net Income After Taxes 

*Interest Repaid Next Period 

Bank 1 

5.50 
20,000.00 

o.oo 
12,000.00 

7.00 
8.25 
9.00 

/ 11. 50 

300,000.00 
5,000,000.00 
5,000,000.00 
5,000,000.00 

1,800,000.00 
0.00 
0.00 
o.oo 
o.oo 

5,675,580.00 
350,376.00 

2,115,204.00 

263,696.00 
1,061,354.00 

372 ,8Lfl. 00 
417,313.50 

3,100,000.00 

2,450,000.00 
650,000.00 

2,812,768.00 
2,183,405.00 

0.00 
35,994.25 

Bank 2 

5.50 
20,000.00 

0.00 
7,000.00 

6.40 
8.00 
8.25 

10.00 

9,999,999.00 
9,999,999.00 
9,999,999.00 
9,999,999.00 

1,500,000.00 
Q.00 
0.00 
0.00 
o.oo 

5,246,936.00 
283,636.00 

2,053,300.00 

259,028.50 
1,032,465.00 

352,213.90 
409,594.80 

2,800,000.00 

2,150,000.00 
650,000.00 

2,607,137.00 
1,961,882.00 

0.00 
34,505.13 
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Bank 3 

6.50 
20,000.00 

0.10 
5,000.00 

8.00 
8.00 
8.00 

10.00 

250,000.00 
1,000,000.00 

500,000.00 
1,000,000.00 

1,500,000.00 
0.00 
o.oo 
0.00 
0.00 

5,150,379.00 
250,219.50 

1,990,160.00 

250,000.00 
1,000,000.00 

335,713.80 
404,447.40 

2,800,000.00 
2,150,000.00 

650,000.00 

2,338,722.00 
1,878,250.00 

257,322.50 
32, 761. 78 



Because of bank three's loss of deposits, forced federal funds 

borrowing occurred to increase cash and satisfy the reserve require

ments on deposits. The interest expense on the federal funds was 

approximately $8,000 which will be reflected as an expense on bank 

three's income statement for the next period of play. Banks one and 

two had net income after taxes of $35,994 and $34,505 respectively. 

Bank three's after tax income was $32,672, but deducting the federal 

funds interest liability that was incurred this period would reduce 

bank three's net income to approximately $26,372. 

Period Number Two 

Indications given to the teams are a continued rise in interest 

rates and farm prices in addition to significant increases in the 

county personal income and retail sales. The municipal bond interest 

rates on an after tax basis were attractive. 

The second set of decisions and the output from those decisions 
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as suunnarized in Table VIII represents quite a contrast to the first 

period decisions and results. Bank three eliminated its service charge 

on demand deposits and drastically increased its advertising and pro

motion outlay while maintaining the maximum allowable rate on time 

deposits. The combination of these decisions resulted in a large in

crease in deposits for bank three and an expansion of almost $1 million 

in total assets. Market share for all loans did not change significant

ly from the previous period, but none of the banks was able to make any 

new loans for agricultural real estate because the average interest 

rate was high enough to reduce the total market demand below what was 

already outstanding. Banks two and three were forced to purchase 
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TABLE VIII 

DECISIONS AND.RESULTS.;FOR PERIOD TWO 

Decision It.ems 

Time Deposit Rate 
Loan Officers' Salaries 
Service Charge 
Advertising and Promotion 
Interest Rates: 

Ag. Ten Year 
Ag.· One Year 
Commercial Loans 
Installment Loans 

Loans: 

Ag. Ten Year 
Ag. One Year 
Commercial 
Installment 

Investments: 

Six Month Security 
One Year Security 
Three Year Security 
Two Year Municipal 
Five Year Municipal 

Output Items: 

Total Assets 
Cash 

Total Loans 

Ag. Ten Year 
Ag. One Year 
Commercial 
Installment 

Total Investments: 

Gov't Securities 
Municipal Bonds 

Demand Deposits 
Time Deposits 
Fed. Funds Borrowed * 
Net Income After Taxes 

*Interest Repaid Next Period 

Bank 1 

5.80 
20,000.00 

0.00 
14,000.00 

8.90 
9.60 
9.80 

11.50 

400,000.00 
5,000,000.00 
5,000,000.00 
5,000,000.00 

525,000.00 
950,000.00 
125,000.00 
300,000.00 
100,000.00 

5,613,640.00 
519,512.00 

2,184,128.00 

240,546.00 
1,099,835.00 

395,886.30 
447 ,861. 70 

Bank 2 

6.50 
20,000.00 

0.00 
10,500.00 

8.80 
8.25 
9.00 

11.00 

9,999,999.00 
9,999,999.00 
9,999,999.00 
9,999,999.00 

1,000,000.00 
(hOO 
0.00 

500,000.00 
1,000,000.00 

5,855,400.00 
297,684.00 

2,147,716.00 

235,879.00 
1,087,517.00 

391,693.30 
432,627.10 

Bank 3 

6.50 
20,000.00 

0.00 
15,000.00 

9.00 
8.50 
8.50 
9.75 

250,000.00 
1,500,000.00 

400,000.00 
1,000,000.00 

1,750,000.00 
o.oo 
0.00 

1,000,000.00 
o.oo 

6,047,958.00 
302,906.50 

2,085,052.00 

226,850.00 
.1 , 050, 608. 00 

385,122.10 
422,472.90 

2,800,000.00 3,300,000.00 3,550,000.00 

1,900,000.00 
900,000.00 

2,661,481.00 
2,234,210.00 

0.00 
38,542.98 

1,300,000.00 
2,000,000.00 

2 ~685 ,401. 00 
2,304,804.00 

149,278.00 
38,000.13 

2,050,000.00 
1,500,000.00 

2,718,487.00 
2,368,602.00 

250,446.50 
34,337.52 
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federal funds to cover their investment and loan portfolios and the 

interest on these federal funds will reduce their net income in the 

next period. After two periods of play, bank one had accumulated 

the largest net income after taxes. All the bank teams seemed more 

aware of their competitors' decisions and most of the decision items 

were approaching the average for the three banks. The market share 

of both loans and deposits was also stabilizing, and the three banks 

were nearly identical in market share. Banks one and two appeared 

to be satisfied with allowing the market share relationships deter-

mine their loan volume, while bank three had placed maximum restric-

tions on the different classes of loans even though these restrictions 

were not effective in most instances. All of the banks still invested 

relatively large amounts in the six month government security again 

this period, but bank one shifted cash into all classes of investments. 

The municipal bonds seemed attractive during this period for all three 

banks. 

Period Number Three 

Interest rate expectations are for a reversal of the past upward 

trend in combination with large increases in income and sales and a 

continuing upward movement in farm prices for the third period. 

The third period decision set shows interestingly uniform de-

cisions for all three teams. The decisions for time deposit rate, 

loan officers' salaries, service charge, and advertising and promotion 

were almost identical and the interest rate decisions were very similar 

in most cases. Bank one charged slightly higher rates than its com-

petitors for all loans except installment loans, and its market share 
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TABLE IX 

DECISIONS AND RESULTS FOR PERIOD THREE 

Decision Items I Bank 1 I Bank·2 Bank 3 

Time Deposit Rate 6.50 6.50 6.50 
Loan Officers' Salaries 20,000.00 20,000.00 20,000.00 
Service Charge 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Advertising and Promotion 15,000.00 12,000.00 10,000.00 
Interest Rates: 

Ag. Ten Year 9.10 8.80 9.00 
Ag. One Year 9.20 8.25 8.00 
Commercial Loans 9.20 9.00 8.50 
Installment Loans 9.75 10.70 10.00 

Loans: 

Ag. Ten Year 5,000,000.00 9,999,999.00 250,000.00 
Ag. One Year 5,000,000.00 9,999,999.00 2,000,000.00 
Commercial 5,000,000.00 9,999,999.00 500,000.00 
Installment 5,000,000.00 9,999,999.00 600,000.00 

Investments: 

Six Month Security 0.00 0.00 1,000,000.00 
One Year Security o.oo 920,000,00 0.00 
Three Year Security 0.00 1,000,000.00 0.00 
Two Year Municipal 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Five Year Municipal 600,000.00 0.00 500,000.00 

Output Items: 

Total Assets 5,733,969.00 6,617, 761.00 5,903,150.00 
Cash 761,660.00 296, 501. 20 521,170.00 

Total Loans: 2,237,309.00 2,241,260.00 2,221,980.00 

Ag. Ten Year 232,526.00 228,326.00 220,200.00 
Ag. One Year 1,122,114.00 1,143,768.00 1,140,992.00 
Commercial 403,203.40 412,005.30 418,096.10 
Installment 479,466.60 457 ,161. 00 442,692.10 

Total Investments: 2,625,000.00 3,970,000.00 3,050,000.00 

Gov't Securities 1,275,000.00 2,120,000.00 1,200,000.00 
Municipal Bonds 1,350,000.00 1,850,000.00 1,850,000.00 

Demand Deposits 2,608,082.00 2,631,309.00 2,662,276.00 
Time Deposits 2,377,283.00 2,445,685.00 2, 511, 031. 00 
Fed. Funds Borrowed * o.oo 770,464.20 0.00 
Net Income After Taxes 30,654.45 54,386.71 19,419.44 

*Interest Repaid Next Period 



of installment loans reflected the lower rate. Team three was still 

restricting certain classes of loans, but none of the restrictions 

were effective. The five year municipal bond showed an attractive 

after tax yield and banks one and three invested in this item. Total 

market deposits increased considerably this period and banks one and 

three invested in this item. Total market deposits increased con

siderably this period and banks one and three did not acquire 

sufficient assets and ended up with surplus cash. In contrast, bank 

two had a considerable volume of forced borrowing of federal funds 

due to large purchases of investments. The market share of loans 

and demand deposits was almost identical for each bank during period 

three, but bank three had a slightly larger share of time deposits 

compared to its competitors. Adjusting net income for the interest 

on federal funds, bank one again appeared to have a larger net in

come after taxes. 

Period Number Four 

All interest rate information supplied by the administrator 
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began to show a slight downward trend in the last period, and the data 

given to the teams for this period indicate that this downward move

ment would continue in the national money markets. Other general 

economic data given to the players reflected the expansion of deposit 

supply and loan demand for this period. 

The fourth period of play represents the last decision set for 

the three teams. The results and decisions for period four are shown 

in Table X. Bank one decided to lower the time deposit rate--most 

likely because other 'rates were declining, but banks two and three did 
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TABLE X 

DECISIONS AND RESULTS FOR PERIOD FOUR 

Decision Items Bank 1 I Bank.2 Bank 3 

Time Deposit Rate 6.00 6.50 6.50 
Loan Officers' Salaries 20,000.00 20,000.00 20,000.00 
Service Charge 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Advertising and Promotion 15,000.00 10,000.00 10,000.00 
Interest Rates: 

Ag. Ten Year 8.25 8.50 9.00 
Ag. One Year 8.10 8.10 8.00 
Commercial Loans 8.20 8.85 8.50 

·installment Loans 8.30 9.00 10.00 

Loans: 

Ag. Ten Year 5,000,000.00 9,999,999.00 250,000.00 
Ag. One Year 5,000,000.00 9,999,999.00 1,500,000.00 
Commercial 5,000,000.00 9,999,999.00 500,000.00 
Installment 5,000,000.00 9,999,999.00 600,000.00 

Investments: 

Six Month Security 0.00 0.00 600,000.00 
One Year Security 0.00 o.oo 0.00 
Three Year Security 0.00 0.00 200,000.00 
Two Year Municipal 0.00 0.00 150,000.00 
Five Year Municipal 2,000,000.00 0.00 150,000.00 

Output Items: 

Total Assets 6,139,602.00 6,395,127.00 6,343,822.00 
Cash 317,784.60 323,730.10 1,104,363.00 

Total Loans: 2,286,818.00 2,241,397.00 2,229,459.00 

Ag. Ten Year 209,876.00 205,676.00 197,550.00 
Ag. One Year 1,137,705.00 1,137,322.00 1,141,263.00 
Commercial 423,433.10 411,843.30 423,058.40 
Installment • 515,804.20 486,556.60 467,588.90 

Total Investments: 3,425,000.00 3,720,000.00 2,900,000.00 

Gov't Securities 275,000.00 2,070,000.00 950,000.00 
Municipal Bonds 3,150,000.00 1,650,000.00 1,950,000.00 

Demand Deposits 2,815,965.00 2,841,043.00 2,874,479.00 
Time Deposits 2,539,608.00 2,654,206.00 2, 724, 831 •. 00 
Fed. Funds Borrowed* 7, 639. 63 105,015.10 0.00 
Net Income After Taxes 27,786.31 24,559.19 14,669.31 

*Interest Repaid Next Period 



not follow suit, and the result was a decrease in time deposits for 

bank one. A most interesting decision was the advertising and pro

motion outlay for these banks. Banks two and three reduced their 

advertising outlay to $10,000, which was the saturation point pre

selected by the administrator, but not revealed to the players. All 

advertising outlays in excess of $10,000 do not have any effect on 

the bank's market share. However, the decision team for bank one 

did not recognize that advertising expenditures in excess of $10,000 

did not increase the bank's market share of loans and deposits, and 

their decision for advertising was specified at $15,000 for the 

second straight period. The interest rate decisions were relatively 

uniform for all the banks, with bank one having the lowest rates on 

ten year agricultural, commercial and installment loans, and bank 

three having the lowest rate on the one year agricult~ral loans. 

The decisions for loan volumes were relatively unchanged from pre

vious periods. However, the investment decisions were considerably 

different for this fourth period of play. Bank one invested all 

available funds in the five year municipal bond item, while bank 
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three spread its funds over several different investments. Bank two 

did not purchase any new investments because of the large debt that 

had been incurred from forced borrowing of federal funds in the pre

vious period. This decision enabled bank two to substantially resolve 

its liquidity problems, and it was forced to purchase only $105,000 

of federal funds this period. 

Bank size as reflected by total assets was approximately the 

same for all banks at the end of period four. Each bank had grown by 

about $1,000,000 over the four periods of play. Bank three had excess 
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cash of approximately $800,000 this fourth period, which reduced their 

earnings substantially. Investing this excess cash at the lowest 

available interest rate on municipal bonds, this $800,000 would have 

earned an additional tax free income of $16,000 for bank three. The 

market share of loans and deposits again showed little change from 

the previous period for all three banks. 

For the entire period of play, the accumulated net income after 

taxes for bank one, bank two, and bank three was $132,703, $147,671, 

and $101,098 respectively. These figures are consistent with the 

actual net incomes for banks in five to seven million dollar size 

category. Bank three's net income would have been very similar to 

its competitors had team three managed their cash more efficiently in 

the last two periods of play. 

This sample play used as a test suggests that aft-er the first 

few periods of play, the decision teams seemed to concentrate on maxi

mizing their profit in addition to competing with the other teams 

for loans and deposits. The market share aspect was apparently less 

important after the initial thrusts at obtaining the share since all 

teams seemed to reach the maximum (minimum) values allowable for most 

decision items very quickly. All of the teams seemed to rather quick

ly determine the importance of advertising in the market share aspect. 

They also quickly eliminated any service charge on demand deposits in 

competing for the deposits. The time deposit rate was pushed to the 

maximum by competitive forces of the three banks. None of the banks 

seemed to follow any definite pattern in acquiring investments and in 

most cases, the investment with the highest rate was the most 

attractive. 
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Evaluation and Potential 

The evaluation of the model used in the management game context 

can best be accomplished by comparing the benefits received by the 

teams that participated in the test as expressed in their informal 

evaluation to the potential benefits from playing the game. The teams 

comprised of graduate students unfamiliar with the banking industry, 

faculty members familiar with teaching concepts, and actual banking 

officers were preselected with the above evaluation in mind. 

Potential Benefits 

The game was designed to be used in both university and commer

cial banking environments. Thus, different benefits would be expected 

to accrue from using the game with these different groups. Basically, 

the benefits accrued to both groups should: (1) provide participants 

a learning experience in making bank policy decisions that affect the 

acquisition and use of funds in a rural bank situation that operates 

within an environment of changing economic and market conditions, and 

competition from other banks; (2) increase the participants' appre

ciation of the need for financial planning and analytical decision 

making in bank asset and liability management; and (3) generate 

discussion during the decision making process among bank management 

team members concerning why specific decisions are made. 

As a teaching tool used in conjunction with other teaching 

materials in the univeristy classroom, the game would be expected to 

provide a general introduction to bank money management problems and 

alternative bank money management strategies as well as to the 
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competitive relationships in the banking industry. Some specific 

benefits for students would be to become familiar with the significance 

and impact of regulations applied to comn1ercial banks by the various 

government agencies, to recognize the importance of maintaining the 

minimum required amount of cash in a dynamic competitive environment, 

to become better acquainted with interest rate structure of both bank 

loans and national money market investment items, and to recognize 

the importance of economic variables that influence changes in the 

volume of rural bank deposits and loans. 

Since the commercial bank personnel should be more familiar with 

general bank operations, slightly different benefits should be accrued 

through the use of the game in the institutional environment. With 

respect to potential usefulness for commercial banks, the game could 

make a significant contribution in training programs for new bank 

employees and could also be helpful in acquainting departmental bank 

employees with the overall bank money management issues. A loan 

officer would be able to learn more about maintaining a balanced 

portfolio of government securities and municipal bonds and the acquisi

tion of bank deposits by playing the game. The need for long range 

planning should become evident by making the policy decisions of the 

game. Bank officers would be expected to specifically recognize the 

relationships between relevant economic variables and deposit and 

loan volumes and to anticipate the effects of the relationships. The 

employees would also be expected to ascertain in detail the effects of 

their decisions on their bank's market share and recognize some better 

strategies in this area. 
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Feedback from Test Teams 

Each of the participants were asked to comment on their experience 

in playing the game with respect to benefits derived from, criticism 

of, and potential for the bank management game. 

The graduate student team specifically mentioned the acquisition 

of general knowledge of commercial banking as one of the prime benefits 

they received. One player commented, "The game provides a player with 

insight into the complex interrelationships of bank operation." Another 

said that it was beneficial in that he became more familiar with the 

different options available to banks as well as the decision making 

process. The competitive aspects of the game were also considered 

valuable by the graduate student participants. "They (competitive 

aspects) make the player aware of the dynamic aspects of business com-

petition," stated one participant. Another benefit gained by the 

participants was the awareness of the need for long range planning 

in the investment of bank funds. The economic and statistical informa-

tion contained in the output was recognized by the graduate student 

players as having a significant effect upon deposits and loans. They 

learned to analyze this data and make decisions based on the expecta-

tions derived from the analysis. 

Most of the benefits identified by the graduate student were al-

so noted by the faculty members who participated in the test. A faculty 

comment of particular interest was that the game approached reality 

in that competition forced rates, etc. to a high (low) level, and after 

that point was reached, significant service promotion and highly capa-

ble personnel were all that would change a bank's share of the market. 
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As was expected, the team composed of bank personnel derive.cl some

what different benefits from the game. Both of the bank officers who 

participated judged that playing the game was very interesting and 

could be valuable to any bank officer, including a bank president, but 

particularly junior bank officers. In particular, the bankers in

dicated that the game forced them to become more aware of the effect 

of economic variables on bank operations and management and signifi

cantly increased their awareness of the broad policy decisions that 

must be made and how various economic indicators and actions of com

petitors influenced these decisions. One banker stated that bankers 

get so involved with day to day decisions and individual customers 

that they become isolated from an overall view of the bank and the 

policy decisions which need to be made on that level, and that playing 

the game made him aware of some of these policy decisions and issues. 

The major criticisms made by the participants concerned the in

adequate background provided before play was begun and the advertising 

relationship built into the model. The students were particularly 

critical of the lack of adequate background data and the inadequate 

explanation of the decision making process employed by bankers. They 

felt that they were "second guessing" on numerous decisions. Also 

criticized was the lack of goals and objectives for the players. These 

"administrative" problems were the fault of the administrator and the 

criticisms should lead to proper adjustments to correct the problems. 

Some of the players suggested that advertising had too much influence 

on the market share of loans and deposits, but one player highly 

praised the advertising relationship as realistic. 
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Basically, the feedback from the test participants was favorable 

and the potential usefulness of the game in the classroom or in bank 

educational programs appears excellent. The students and faculty in

dicated that the game should be very valuable in reinforcing concepts 

discussed in the classroom and that in general, more could be learned 

about banking from the game than from textbooks in the same period of 

time. Even though the model was structured to be highly oriented to

ward a rural agricultural bank, the bank officers could perceive bene

fits to players who had no relation to agriculture whatsoever. The 

banking personnel indicated that the model would be valuable in 

banking workshops, seminars, and short courses. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Summary 

. Only limited research has been undertaken concerning the problems 

confronting the small rural banks that service the majority of the 

agricultural producers in Oklahoma. Agricultural loan demand has 

increased rapidly during the past few years while sources of funds 

in the form of.rural deposits have not expanded as rapidly. Thus, new 

and more dynamic management techniques are necessary for commercial 

banks in rural areas to adequately service local loan demand and main

tain bank profits. However, many small rural banks lack sufficient 

resources to develop or investigate new management techniques. In 

addition, rural banks frequently encounter problems in training their 

new employees as to the broad policy decisions that must be made by 

bank management personnel. The purpose of this study was to develop 

a simulation model of a typical rural Oklahoma bank that could be used 

in a management game context by rural bankers. The specific objectives 

were; (1) to determine relevant loan and investment portfolio options 

and cost and return coefficients for Oklahoma rural banks, (2) to 

develop equations for estimating the county supply of deposits and 

demand for loans, and to explain changes in market share of commercial 

bank deposits and loans, (3) to conceptualize the above into a 
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realistic computer simulation model of a rural bank in a competitive 

environment, and (4) to test and verify the model and develop the 

appropriate forms and discussion material to make the model available 

in game form for instructional and educational use in on-campus class

room discussions and conferences with commercial bankers. 

Model Description 
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The model is designed to be used in a gaming context with three 

banks competing with each other for the county or community deposits 

and loans. The primary industry of the community is assumed to be 

agriculture. Consequently, agricultural loans constitute a significant 

portion of the loan demand faced by the three banks. Policy decisions 

are made by the game participants for a six month period of operation. 

The decision items included are time deposit rate, service charge rate, 

loan officers' salaries, advertising and promotion outlay, interest 

rates on loans, and desired volume of loans and investments. The de

cisions for each bank are used in conjunction with selected exogenous 

economic variables to determine the volume of loans and investments 

and the resulting income and net worth statements. 

Market equations were estimated to use in determining the commu

nity supply of time and demand deposits and the demand for agricultural 

real estate loans, agricultural production loans, commercial loans, and 

consumer installment loans. The values from these equations represent 

the total market volume available to all three of the "game" banks. 

This market volume of loans and deposits is then allocated to the three 

individual banks by market share equations. These equations use each 

of the bank's decisions compared to both the average decisions for all 



banks and the previous period's decisions for that bank as a basis for 

estimating the individual bank's market share of a particular class of 

loan or deposit. Thus, the banks compete with each other on an inter

est rate and advertising basis to attract the community loans and 

deposits. In addition to making loans, each bank can also purchase an 

unlimited quantity of investments at the stated interest rate. The 

classes of investments offered to the banks are: six month government 

securities, one year government securities, three year government 

securities, two year municipal bonds, and five year municipal bonds. 

However, if a bank becomes over extended in portfolio items to the 

extent that cash is not sufficient to meet investment needs plus re

serve requirements on deposits, that bank is forced to purchase 

federal funds in the amount of the cash deficit and interest on these 

funds is deducted as an expense. 
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The model is designed with a history file to record loan and 

investment volumes and their corresponding interest rates for past 

periods of play. Data from the history file is utilized to determine 

outstanding loan volumes for comparison with estimates from the mar

ket equations to determine the volume of new loans that can be made 

within the community. The history file data is also used in calculat

ing the income from outstanding loans and investments. Cost and return 

data used in calculating the income statement were obtained from a 

previous study in Oklahoma and from publications of the Federal Reserve 

System. Actual historical data from the Federal Reserve Bulletin is 

used for the interest rates on investments and federal funds. In 

addition to the cost and return data, Oklahoma rural county data was 



also employed in the estimation of the market volume of loans and 

deposits. 

The computer output generated by the program for each game 

participant is comprised of four pages containing the balance sheet, 

income statement, previous period decision input, table of portfolio 

maturities, and economic and statistical infonnation for the previous 

as well as the next period. The balance sheets are designed to pre

sent the bank's position as of the end of each six month period 
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(June 30 and December 31). The income statement presents a detailed 

listing of the income and expense items for the six month period corre

sponding to the date of the balance sheet. The previous period de

cision input is included in the output so that the players have a 

record of their past decisions. The table of portfolio maturities 

is provided as a decision making aid for both short range and long 

range policy planning. This table shows the amount of cash coming 

into the bank at the end of each period for the current period and for 

ten periods into the future. The economic and statistical information 

is identical for all banks and presents the players with data concern

ing financial characteristics of the market or connnunity and market 

share and average rate information for the three banks for the previous 

period as well as certain economic indicators for the upcoming six 

month period. The output is designed to be distributed to the players 

after each period of play so that it can be analyzed before the next 

set of decisions are made. 
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Estimating Equations 

The total market loan demand and deposit supply equations used in 

the model were estimated by multiple regression analysis using county 

data for 18 Oklahoma counties that exhibited total bank deposits from 

$12 to $30 million as of June 30, 1972. The market share equations 

were estimated using primary data obtained from a survey of the banks 

in the 18 counties. 

The equation to estimate total market time deposits has an R2 of 

.9895 and most of the coefficients are significant at the 5 percent 

level or greater. 2 
The R for the demand deposits total market equation 

is .9417 and all coefficients are significant at the 1 percent level. 

Total market equations for the four classes of loans have R2 's of .8813, 

.9461, .8824, and .9235 for the agricultural real estate, agricultural 

production, commercial, and consumer installment loans respectively. 

With the exception of one parameter in the agricultural real estate 

loan equation, all parameters for the market loan equations are signi-

ficant at the 10 percent level or greater. The variables used in the 

market equations are interest rates, income, retail sales, farm prices, 

range conditions, lagged dependent time trend, and dummy seasonal. All 

coefficients except one in each of the time deposits and agricultural 

real-estate loans equations are significant at the 5 percent level or 

greater. In the time deposits equation, the coefficient of the time 

deposit rate of interest indicates that a one unit increase in the 

interest on time deposits will result in a $184,257 increase in the 

county supply of time deposits. Similarly, in the agricultural real 



estate loans equation, the coefficient of the agricultural real est.ate 

loan rate of interest indicates that a one unit increase in the inter-

est rate will result in a $211,186 decrease in the demand for long 

term agricultural loans. Income is positively correlated with demand 

deposits but negatively correlated with the agricultural loans 

equations. 

The statistical results for the market share equations are less 

2 satisfactory than those for the market equations. The R's range from 

.5562 for the market share of demand deposits equation to .0671 for 

the agricultural real estate market share equation. Many coefficients 

in all equations are significant at least at the 20 percent level, but 

some of the coefficients are highly insignificant. 

Some of the more significant variables for the market share equa-

tions are the time deposit rate minus the average in explaining the 
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change in time deposit market share, the change in an individual bank's 

advertising in most equations, the change in an individual bank's ser-

vice charge in the demand deposit equation, and the interest rate 

difference from the average for the loan equations. Even though the 

statistical results of the market share equations are inconclusive in 

some areas, a test play proved that the equations adequately serve 

their intended purpose of allocating loans and deposits to the individu-

al banks in a competitive manner. 

Model Testing 

To insure that the completed computer model would yield reasonable 

results when applied in a gaming context, three teams were selected to 

test the game. The teams included university graduate students, faculty, 



and banking personnel. All of the participants indicated that they 

were able to understand the decision making process after the initial 

explanation, but the graduate students suggested that additional 

background data would have facilitated the learning process derived 

from the game. 

When the game banks were adequately managed, annual net income 

before taxes for the banks was approximately $90,000. This figure, 
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of course, varied when a team failed to properly analyze the condi

tions and made improper decisions. Average annual net income before 

taxes should be approximately 1.8 percent of available funds according 

to a survey of banks with up to $50 million deposits conducted by the 

Federal Reserve Board, Applying this 1.8 percent to the game banks 

shows that the model depicts the income and expense items for an 

actual bank of comparable size. 

During the first few periods of testing, all teams recognized 

the importance of advertising and the amount of this expense item in

creased rapidly until a saturation point was isolated. All teams 

also increased their time deposit interest rate to the maximum allow

able and eliminated their service charge on demand deposits. Once 

these decisions were made by all teams, the only basis for competition 

was the interest rates on loans in attempting to gain a larger share 

of the loan market. The teams were very conscious of the investment 

portfolio items in attempting to invest all available funds in the 

most profitable after taxes asset. 
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Conclusions 

This initial attempt to develop a management game for Oklahoma 

rural banks yielded a satisfactory model not only to be applied in its 

present form, but also to be used as a reference point for further re

finement. The inclusion of total market deposit supply, total loan 

demand, and market share equations represents an important part of 

the overall model. The R2 's, F-ratios, and statistical significance 

of the coefficients for the total market equations indicate that the 

equations alone should be potentially useful outside the model as a 

tool for financial management. The interest rate variables' coeffi

cients for time deposits and the two agricultural loans have the ex

pected signs and approximate relative magnitudes. The dunnuy seasonal 

variable included in the demand deposits and short-term agricultural 

loan equations shows that for this data the volume of both demand 

deposits and short-term agricultural loans should be lower on 

December 31 than June 30, other factors held constant. 

Even though the survey data used in the market share equations 

estimation was somewhat inadequate, the results obtained indicate that 

the competition in commercial banking is affected by advertising, ser

vice charges, and interest rates of the respective banks. These 

market share equations substantiate to a degree the idea that customers 

"shop" for the better interest rates both on loans when they need 

credit and also on time deposits when they have funds to invest. 

The use of the overall model in gaming should be effective as a 

teaching tool for banking personnel when it is used in a concentrated 

session of six to ten decision sets in a two day period supplemented 
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with discussion periods for the participants. Not only does this 

maintain the players' interest, but also facilitates the intended 

learning process. When used in a university class, two alternatives 

exist in applying the game effectively. One alternative is to concen

trate on the game to the extent possible over a two week period of 

classes and ignore other subject matter while the game is being 

played. This method would be better when most of the students had 

previously been exposed to sufficient background material concerning 

finance and banking. The other alternative would be to use the game 

throughout most of the semester with the instructor gradually intro

ducing different parts of the game for the students' concentration. 

Used in this way, background theory would be supplemented by the 

assumed practicality and reality involved in the game to help maintain 

the students' interest. 

In general, playing the game should: (1) provide participants 

a learning experience in making bank policy decisions that affect the 

acquisition and use of funds in a rural bank situation that operates 

within an environment of changing economic and market conditions, and 

competition from other banks, (2) increase the participants' apprecia

tion of the need for financial planning and analytical decision making 

in bank asset and liability management, and (3) generate discussion· 

among the bank management team members during the decision making 

process concerning why specific decisions are made. Students should 

specifically learn that: (1) there is a maximum allowable interest 

rate on time deposits, (2) cash reserves must be maintained on time 

and demand deposits, (3) different loan classes have different inter

est rate structures as do investments, (4) service charges on demand 
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deposits affect the volume of this item, (5) municipal bond income is 

tax exempt, (6) there is uncertainty in banking because of competitors 

and changing economic conditions, and (7) commercial bankers do much 

more than accept or reject loan applications. 

The three teams participating in the model testing were selected 

because they represented potential users of the game. The feedback 

and evaluation from the teams was encouraging. As expected, all play

ers said the game was interesting, but more important, they indicated 

it was beneficial, While the banking personnel involved could identi

fy with the game's output and thus concentrate on specific areas, the 

students learned through the output statements some of the options 

available to a bank and the types of broad policy decisions which 

bankers make. The bank loan officers were reminded of the importance 

of the broad policy decisions made by bank management.personnel and 

were able to become more familiar with other bank operations and manage

ment functions within the bank. All players seemed to quickly realize 

the importance of their competitors actions and the effect of those 

actions. They appeared to recognize the county, state, and national 

economic factors which affect bank deposit and loan volumes and to 

utilize these factors in their formation of decisions. Based on the 

observations of the test teams, the game appears to possess excellent 

potential for university classroom and banking workshop use. 

The current computer cost of using the game is approximately $3.25 

per period of play for three teams and this cost can be reduced con

siderably by having the program mounted on a disk. One person can 

adequately administer the game with a keypunch operator available to 

punch the 12 required decision input cards for each play. Playing the 



game requires at least three individuals, but no maximum number of. 

participants exists. As presently structured, the model is quite 

flexible. The exogenous data containing national, state, and county 

economic and statistical information can be compiled for any past 

period of time or can be selected by the administrator to illustrate 

any desired type of economic conditions or geographic region. The 

size of the "game banks" can be easily altered with minor changes 

in beginning input cards and subsequent changes in the exogenous 

variables for each period of play. The total market equations as 

used in the model should be adequate for use in the situation where 

county deposit supply and loan demand are significantly higher than 

those currently being used. Additional flexibility of the model is 

demonstrated by the fact that the number of banks in the model can 

be changed and the program is adaptable to other computer systems. 

Implications for Further Research 
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The principal problem encountered in this study was the lack of 

adequate data for the commercial banking industry particularly on a 

rural county basis. Because of limited data, the equation used to 

estimate community demand for installment loans excluded an interest 

rate variable and the agricultural production loans equation was 

estimated with a proxy for interest rate. However, within the past 

few years, a new published series has been initiated to include inter

est rates charged by banks on installment and agricultural loans. 

When sufficient data has been published for these variables, the 

two equations mentioned above should be reestimated including these 

interest rate variables. 
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The reestimation of the equations for market share of loans and 

deposits is also required. The data used to estimate these equations 

presented the major obstacle to better results. A personal interview 

survey should be undertaken making certain that all banks within 

selected counties are surveyed. Having data for all banks in several 

counties over at least a five year period should provide more satis

factory results than those presented here. In addition to the items 

of data gathered for this study, an attempt should be made to establish 

a relationship between the market share of loans and deposits and the 

salaries paid by the bank. Also, the relationship between advertising 

outlay and market share was estimated as a iinear relationship in this 

study and an attempt should be made to obtain a non-linear relation

ship to reflect the diminishing returns from increased advertising 

expenditures. 

Only limited testing of the model has occurred and further use 

should be predicated upon greater testing of the model in game form 

with both students and banking personnel to insure its adequacy under 

-varying economic conditions depicted by the exogenous variables. The 

additional testing would also allow expanded evaluation of the learning 

experience intended. 

The model developed in this study could be used in simulation to 

evaluate the consequences of alternative bank management strategies in 

terms of market share, bank profitability, and the satisfaction of 

community loan demand. The results obtained through simulation could be 

valuable to rural bankers in assessing their competitive situation and 

evaluating potential changes in their management policies. 



A trade-off naturally exists between complexity of the model and 

the reality involved. The assumptions and limitations used in the 

model at present represent an acceptable balance between complexity 
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and reality. However, several portfolio items such as long term bonds 

could be added as options to the bank to accomodate a more realistic 

approach. In addition, the participants could be given the opportunity 

to make more decisions in applicable areas such as profit distribution 

in the form of dividends, maximum purchase and/or sale of federal funds, 

compensating balances for commercial loans, and the allocation of 

advertising and promotion to different bank departments. Further work 

should also be done to accomodate storage of various input items to 

make the application of the game more efficient in the use of the 

administrator's time. 
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APPENDIX A 

SUMMARIZED QUESTIONNAIRE DATA 
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QUESTIONNAIRE DATA, 1970 

ITEMS COUNTY 

1 2 3 

Average-Demand Deposits($) 1,490,905 2,200,562 1,776,188 
Range-Demand Deposits($) l,099,560-1,882,251 l,445,605-3,650,000 932,135-2,661,000 

Average-Service Charge-Income($) 6,101 14, 580 5,110 
Range-Service Charge-Income($) 5,203-7,000 7,641-23,000 3,165-6,831 

Average-Time Deposits ($) 1,179,155 l,696,700 l,870,129 
Range-Time Deposits($) 1,014,020-1,344,291 1,365,443-2,250,000 663,952-4,093,000 

Average-Interest Expense($) 46, 670 87,583 89, 118 
Range-Int.erest Expense ($) 46,000-47,340 77,253-97,998 26,585-206,000 

Average-Real Estate Loans($) 102,807 342,740 2,222,505 
Range-Real Estate Loans($) 53,615-152,000 253,545-500,000 24,079-493,377 

Average-Agriculture Loans($) 1,161,072 1,004,038 560,762 
Range-Agriculture Loans($) 1,011,144-1,311,000 446,754-1,500,000 289,584-877,000 

Average-Connnerical Loans ($) 140, 513 216,625 162,789 
Range-Commerical Loaus ($) 71,000-210,026 81,897-300,000 56,000-305,267 

Average-Installment Loans($) 48,071 378,316 1, 772,217 
Range-Installment Loans($) 15,143-81,000 309,868-500,000 83,000-280,620 

Average-Real Estate Rates (%) 7,25 8.33 7.33 
Range-Real Estate Rates(%) 7.00-7.50 8.00-9.00 6.5-8.00 

Average-Agriculture Rates (%) 7.25 8,66 7.66 
Range-Agriculture Rates (%) 7.00-7.50 8.00-10.00 7.5-8.00 

Average-Commerical Rates(%) 7.50 8.66 7.66 
Range.-Commercial Rates (%) 7.00-8.00 8.00-9,00 7.5-8.00 

Average-Installment Rates(%) 10.57 13.88 11.73 
Range-Installment Rates (%} 10,00-11,13 14,00-11,, 75 9.3i-14.75 

Average-Advertising Expense($) 2,230 5,393 2,534 
Range-Advertising Expense($) 2,000-2,461 3,483-6,696 2,200-4,773 

' 

4 

974,694 
1,128,000-2,100,ooo 

5,960 
5,000-6,846 

1,354,164 
1,315,994-2,745,000 

89,570 
42,736-150,975 

118,223 
80,250-274,320 

9/18,831 
788,273-2,057,400 

313,527 
186,002-754,:!80 

289,410 
235,920-342,900 

7.75 
7.5-8.00 

7.50 
7.5-7,5 

7.75 
7,5-8.00 

9.66 
9.31-10,00 

1,693 
1,481-2,100 

5 

1,768,351 
918,245-3,180,000 

5,229 
1,068-11,272 

993,066 
1,143-2,470,000 

53,721 
20,508-92,051 

205,945 
::4,000-'-377,890 

411,883 
282,676-502,775 

115,398 
9.721-286,474 

165,541 
H<,826-265,000 

7.66 
7.00-8.00 

e.oo 
7.50-8.50 

8.00 
8,00-8.00 

11.00 
10.00-12.00 

1.703 
241-3, 165 

"'"' 0 
'--1 



QUESTIONNAIRE DATA• 1970 

ITEMS COU?.'TY 

6 7 8 

Average-Demand Deposits($) 2.H3.768 1,466,936 2,268,601 
Range-Demand Deposits($) 1.879,536-2,415,168 789,593-2,517,325 l,358,907-2,732,999 

Average-Service Charge-Income($) 3,140 3,229 9,964 
Range-Service Charge-Income($) 2,281-4,000 291-4,167 3.977-17,398 

Average-Time Deposits($) 4,127,939 752,156 2,413,031 
Range-Time Deposits($) 0-4,127.939 60,456-2,093,616 600,256-3,358,068 

Average-Interest Expense($) 187,495 32,300 102,855 
Range-Interest Expense($) 0-187.495 889-95,608 20,915-154,191 

Average-Real Estate Loans ($) 199,395 188,820 204,803 
Range-Real Estate Loans($) 88,000-310,791 18,513-486,106 126,637-286,774 

Average-Agriculture Loans($) 778,447 583,154 1,762,340 
Range-Agriculture Loans($) 555,000-1,001,895 75,659-1,356,494 758,614-2,663,000 

Average-Commercial Loans($) 533,192 338,166 319,828 
Range-Commercial Loans($) 204,000-862,385 149,185-549,041 120,752-838,734 

Average-Installment Loans ($) 338,049 263,610 228,254 
Range-Installment Loans($) _173,000-503,098 49,897-645,414 87,071-365,693 

Average-Real Estate Rates(%) 8,00 7.87 7. 66 
Range-Real Estate Rates (%) 8,00-8,00 7,50-8.00 7,5-8,00 

Average-Agriculture Rates(%) 8.00 7.91 
Range-Agriculture Rates(%) 8,00-8,00 8,00-8,00 7,75-8,50 

Average-Commercial Rates (%) 8.00 8,12 8,16 
Range-Commercial Rates(%) 8,00-8.00 8.00-8,50 7,75-8.50 

Average-Installment Rates(%) 14,75 14.65 11,11 
Range-Installment Rates(%) 14.75-14.75 10,08-18,00 10,00-11.50 

Average-Advertising Expense($) 9,387 1,537 5,462 
Range-Advertising Expense($) 7.000-11,775 2.10~.1:15 828-8,686 

9 

2,929,867 
l,441,848-5.214,219 

4,683 
3,068-6,298 

2,012,381 
l.387,233-2,682.959 

77, 057 
60,110-106,179 

261,240 
162,418-456,304 

617,935 
476,276-740,000 

530, 614 
168,791-1,088,053 

435,156 
207,098-591,000 

8.50 
8,00-9.00 

8,00 
8,00-8,00 

8,00 
0-8.00 

10.50 
9,00-12.00 

5,976 
3,980-8,227 

10 

3,377,007 
2,863,015-3,891.000 

14,078 
12,160-15,997 

2,898,838 
2,398,000-3,399,674 

120,478 
93,456-147,500 

383,595 
370,190-397,000 

1,363,184 
l,207,368-1,519,000 

357,208 
308,000-t.06,416 

880, 274 . 
567,000-1,193,549 

8,00 
7.5-8,5 

7,50 
6,5-8,00 

8.25 
8.00-8.50 

13,10 
11,20-15,00 

5,918 
4,237-7,599 

I-' 
0 
00 



QUESTIONNAIRE DATA. 1971 

ITEMS COUNTY -------
1 2 3 

Average-Demand Deposits _($) 1,645.626 2,470,127 1,877.531 
Range-Demand Deposits 1.265,253-2,026.000 1,637,964-4,000,000 1.074,522-2,916,000 . 
Average-Service Charge-Income($) 6,961 14,655 6,259 
Range-Service Charge-Income($) 6,922-7.000 7,195-23,000 4,370-9,113 

Average-Time Deposits($) 1,332,938 2,110,980 2,196,873 
Range-Time Deposits($) 1.304,877-1,361,000 1,605,900-3,100,000 777,225-4,651,000 

Average-Interest Expense($) 53.419 90,074 91,847 
Range-Interest Expense 49,838-57,000 78,488-110,000 32,888-191,000 

Average-Real Estate Loans($) 99,503 347,110 164 ,995 
Range-Real Estate Loans($) 42,006-157,000 245,640-520,000 32,610-386,303 

Average-Agriculture Loans($) 1,543,139 1,141,168 576,000 
Range-Agriculture Loans($) 1,429,279-1,657,000 439,866-1,76~,000 354,540-728,000 

Average-Commercial Loans($) 148 ,425 237,700 122,372 
Range-Commercial Loans 125,000-171,850 101,767-350,000 31,000-291,721 

Average-Installment Loans($) 65,160 484,087 191,656 
Range-Installment Loans 34,320-96,000 324,352-750,000 93.000-296,191 

Average-Real Estate Rates(%) 7,5 8,16 7,66 
Range-Real Estate Rates(%) 7,5-7,5 8-8.5 7-8 

Average-Agriculture Rates(%) 7.5 8.33 7,83 
Range-Agriculture Rates(%) 7.5-8 8-9 •7,5-8 

Average-Commercial Rates(%) 7,75 8,33 7.83 
Range-Commercial Rates(%) 7.5-8 8-8.5 7.5-8 

Average-Installment Rates(%) 11 13.40 12,35 
Range-Installment Rates(%) 10-12 12,45-14,75 9,31-14.75 

Average-Advertising Expense($) 2,343 4,767 2,951 
Range-Advertising Expense($) 2,0Q0-2,687 4,236-5,065 989-4,702 

4 

1.024,516 
1,078,350-2.200,ooo 

6,105 
5,400-6,917 

1,631,908 
1,687,925-3,206,000 

112,476 
71.100-176,240 

131,485 
78,115-316,240 

1,148,683 
900,000-2,371,800 

335,787 
137,453-869,660 

324,295 
253,291-395,300 

7,75 
7,5-8 

7,5 
7.5-7,5 

7,75 
7.5-8 

9.66 
9.31-10.00 

2,374 
1,500-2,918 

5 

1,604,654 
741.783-2,900,000 

5,000 
766-10,704 

1,152,558 
636,398-2,820.000 

78,376 
31,077-146,534 

168,601 
16,500-320,703 

519,033 
331,137-765,164 

122,806 
12,612-293,806 

198,153 
15,612-332,000 

7.83 
7,5-8 

8 
7,5-8,5 

8 
7,5-8,5 

10 
10-10 

1.236 
264-2,208 

~ 
0 
\0 



QUESTIONNAIRE DATA, 1971 

ITEMS COUNTY ------ -
6 7 8 

Average-Demand Deposits($} 2,417,745 4,074,016 2,363,127 
Range-Demand Deposits($} 2,154,490-2,681,000 617,764-2,531,127 617,764-2,531,127 

Average-Service Charge-Income($} 3,335 3',902 10,265 
Range-Service Charge··Income ($} 2,670-4,000 1,962-5,842 4,093-18,185 

Average-Time Deposits($) 3 ,277 ,821 986,632 2,848,085 
Range-Time Deposits ($) 0-3,277,821 166,313-2,650,517 812,042-3,915,472 

Average-Interest Expense($) 145,320 47,258 129,338 
Range-Interest Expense($) 0-145,320 3,042-141,342 28,501-181,314 

Average-Real Estate Loans($) 239,399 319,767 175,230 
Range-Real Estate Loans($) 80,000-398,798 37,944-934,794 84,904-224,786 

Average-Agriculture Loans($) 914,378 601,054 3,219 ,000 
Range-Agriculture Loans($) 618,000-1,210,756 60,208-1,406,478 943,478-3,341,000 

Average-Commercial Loans($) 557,738 175,812 471,681 
Range-Commercial Loans($) 184,000-931,476 53,160-254,732 137,850-956,193 

Average-Installment Loans($) 363,252 271,103 272 ,578 
Range-Installment Loans($) 155,000-571,505 58,956-618,697 102,233-450,502 

Average-Real Estate Rates (%) 8 8 7,75 
Range-Real Estate Rates (7.) 8-8 8-8 7,5-8 

Average-Agriculture Rates (%) 8 8 8.11 
Range-Agriculture Rates (%) 8-8 8-8 8-8.5 

Average-Commercial Rates(%) 8 8.25 8.11 
Range-Commercial Rates(%) 8-8 8-8,5 8-8.5 

Average-Installment Rates(%) 14,75 14.65 11,44 
Range-Installment Rates(%) 14,75-14,75 11,08-18 10-12.82 

Average-Advertising Expense($) 9,774 3,015 5,828 
Range-Advertising Expense($) 7,000-12,457 1,306-7,504 2,035-5,409 

9 
2,931,421 

l,48],599-5,332,323 

6,060 
· 5 ,570-6 ,550 

2,396,617 
l,624,920-3,122,763 

96,656 
65,348-125,438 

347,882 
165,000-125,438 

770,908 
531,241-975,000 

735 ,112 
190,000-1,527,415 

426,735 
111,068-672,000 

8,5 
8-9 

8.25 
8-8.5 

8 
0-8 

10.98 
10-11.95 

5,205 
3,606-7,667 

10 
3,316,920 

2,688,840-3,945,000 

16,464 
12, 150-20, 779 

3,383,317 
2,922,000-3,844,635 

139,878 
113,988-165,150 

267,265 
107,000-427,531 

1,395,092 
1,298,185-1,492,000 

352,421 
248,000-456,842 

986,556 
627,000-1,346,112 

8,25 
8-8.5 

7,75 
7.5-8 

8.25 
8-8.5 

13.10 
11.20-15 

6,185 
4,604-7.?65 

J-,1 
I-' 
0 



QUESTIONNAIRE DATA, 1972 

ITEMS COtn.'TY 

1 2 3 

Average-Demand Deposits($) 1,877,736 2,681,532 2,270,295 
Range-Demand Deposits($) 1,478,473-2,277,000 1,877,574-4,800,000 1,179,012-3,793,000 

Average-Service Charge-Income($) 7,458 16,027 6,560 
Range-Service Charge-Income($) S,917-9,000 8,236-25,500 3,675-8,806 

Average-Time Depoaita ($) 1,747,856 2,462,784 2,590,020 
Range-Time Deposits($) 1,507,712-1,986,000 1,721,654-3,900,000 l,026,657·S,l4S,OOO 

Average-Interest Deposits($) 68,125 127 .237 124,688 
Range-Interest Deposits($) 62,250-74,000 104,757-166,000 42,976-269,000 

Average-Real Estate Loans ($) 126,120 447, 778 195,743 
Range-Real Estate Loans($) 81,240-171,000 252,158-750,000 61,886-331,230 

Average-Agriculture Loans ($) 1,476,498 1,563,703 839,461 
Range-Agriculture Loans($) l,210,996-1,742,000 614,752-2,700,000 476,653-1,154,231 

Average-Commerical Loans($) 250, 912 315,969 160,429 
Range-Commercial Loans($) 217,000-284,825 126,474-450,000 38,000-439,650 . 
Average-Installment Loans ($) 124,477 605,217 217,741 
Range-Installment Loans($) 106,955-142,000 432,129-950,000 97,000-334,281 

Average-Real Estate Rates(%) 7.75 8.16 7,75 
Range-Real Estate Rates(%) 7,50-8,00 8.00-8,50 7.00-8,50 

Average-Agriculture Rates (%) 7,75 8,33 7,87 
Range-Agriculture Rates(%) 7,50-8,00 8.00-9.00 7.50-8,50 

Average-CollttDercial Rates(%) 7.75 8,33 8.oo 
Range-Commercial Rates(%) 7,50-8.00 8,00-8.50 7.50-8,50 

Average-Installment Rates (%) 11,5 13.35 12.94 
Range-Installment Rates(%) 10,00-13,00 11,30-14.75 9.31-14.75 

Average-Advertising Expense($) . 4,448 4,406 2,952 
Range-Advertising Expense($) 2,896-6,000 3,556-5,000 1,741-4,069 

' 

4 

1,863,546 
1,141,638-2,337,000 

6,339 
4,850-7,200 

2,503,807 
1,750,423-3,761,000 

131,689 
88,212-206,855 

187, 694 
92,123-370,960 

1,657,939 
l,000,000-2,782,200 

497,714 
173,004-1,020,140 

374,133 
284,567-463,700 

7.75 
7.50-8.00 

7.75 
7.50-8.00 

7.75 
7 .50-8.00 

9.66 
9.31-10.00 

2,551 
1,500-3,127 

5 

1,747,205 
1,260,000-3,751,000 

3,208 
273-8,847 

1,307,520 
l,504-3,000,000 

89,764 
42,226-159,933 

126,799 
18,410-324,189 

696,109 
406,083-864,251 

141,354 
26,628-317,831 

165, 202. 
52,941-137,665 

7.83 
7.50-8.00 

7.83 
7.50-8,00 

8.00 
8.00-8.00 

11.00 
10.00-12.00 

1,520 
894-2,145 

I-' 
I-' 
I-' 



QUESTIONNAil! DATA. 1972 

IT!MS COUNTY 

" 7 8 

Average-Demand Deposits($) 2,804,584 1,671,139 2,764,261 
Range-Demand Deposits($) 2,315,168-3,194,000 769,745-3.232,848 l,480,754-3,465,536 

-
Average-Service Charge-Income($) 3,360 4,246 ll,058 
Range-Service Charge-Income($) 2,720-4,000 2,307-6,185 4,586-19,513 

Average-Time Deposits($) 4,127,939 1,193,700 3,311,360 
Range-Time Deposits($) 0-4,127,939 170,900-3,077,820 917,627-4,532,499 

Average-Interest Deposits($) 187,495 57,964 153,398 
Range-Interest Deposits($) 0-187,495 9,450-152,280 43,545-208,813 

Average-Real Estate Loans($) 240,041 337,390 219,535 
Range-Real Estate Loans($) 89,000-391,083 44,595-987,981 171,403-228,000 

-Average-Agriculture Loans ($) 1,100,781 707, 779 2,802, 185 
Range-Agriculture Loans($) 561,000-1,640,563 80,168-1,870,720 l,263,576-4,247,000 

Average-Commercial Loans($) 629,238 231,725 463,578 
Range-Commercial Loans($) 203,000-1,055,477 53,289-419,810 99,553-971,182 

Average-Installment Loans($) 585, 737 160,900 307,969 
Range-Installment Loans($) 174,000-997;474 44,695-248,659 99,177-490,732 

Average-R~al Estate Rates(%) 8.00 8.25 a.oo 
Range-Real Estate Rates(%) 8.00-8,00 8.00-8,50 8.00-8.00 

Average-Agriculture Rates(%) 8.00 8,18 8,11 
Range-Agriculture Rates(%) 8.-0-8,00 8.00-8.50 8.00-8.10 

Average-Commercial Rates(%) 8,00 8.37 8.16 
Range-Commercial Rates(%) 8.00-8.00 8,00-9,00 8,00-8.25 

Average-Installment Rates(%) _14.75 14.88 11.44 
Range-Installment Rates(%) 14,75-14,75 12.00-18.00 10.00-12,82 

Average-Advertising Expense($) 10,203 2,832 5,909 
Range-Advertising Expense($) 7,000-13,406 316-7,662 1.876-8,746 

9 

352,774 
l,612,262-6,413,778 

6,680 
-6,821 

2,775,869 
l,919,892-3,569,966 

117,172 
80,114-144,740 

424, 777 
344,670-584,661 

860,534 
586,921-1,090,000 

833,821 
192,000-1,788,164 

615,602 
122,658-1,114,149 

8.75 
8,50-9.00 

8,25 
8,00-8.50 

8.00 
s.oo-8.oo 

10,76 
10.00-11.52 

5,701 
2,467-10,303 

I 

10 

4,043,139 
3,223,278-4,863,000 

17,471 
12,161-22,781 

3,718,837 
31129,000-4,308,674 

164,916 
142,668-187,164 

281,558 
97,000-466,116 

1,585,684 
l,543,000-1,628,368 

366,606 
302,000-431,213 

1,008,020 
587,000-1,429,041 

8.50 
8.50-8,50 

8,00 
8.00-8.00 

8.75 
8.50-9,00 

14.6 
11.20-18,00 

6,276 
4,539-8,012 

.... ..... 
N 
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BANK MANAGEMENT PLAYERS' INSTRUCTIONS 

The Bank Situation 

As of January 1, you will take over the presidency of a National 

bank in a rural Oklahoma county where the principal industry is agri-

culture. Cow-calf, stocker grazing, and wheat production are the major 

agricultural enterprises in the county. The bank is a member of the 

Federal Reserve. There are three banks (initially identical) in the 

county, and you will compete with the other two for deposits and loans. 

The county is assumed as the total market for the three banks. The 

primary objective for your bank is to obtain the highest possible level 

of net income after taxes. 

Financial Statements and Other Information 

The statement of conditions (Balance Sheet) for your bank, as of 

December 31, is shown on the first page of the computer output. Most 

of the items are self explanatory. "Government Securities - to one 

year" includes six months and one-year securities. On the "Liabili-

ties" side of the balance sheet, the "Federal Funds Purchased" account 

will show the amount of federal funds borrowed when your bank does not 

have enough cash to meet the Federal Reserve requirements on deposits. 

The "Capital Stock" and "Surplus" accounts do not change and each 

period's net income after taxes is accumulated in the "Undivided Pro-

fits" account. 
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The income statement for the second period of the previous ye~r 

(six months from July 1 to December 31) is shown on the second page 

of the computer output. 

The third page of computer output shows the decisions that were 

made by the bank management for the previous six month period. The 

decisions will be discussed in the Decision section of these instruc-

tions. 

Also on the third page is "The Table of Portfolio Maturities". 

Each row shows the amount of cash in the form of principal payments or 

maturing investments that will come due to the bank at the end of the 

period designated in the column heading. For example, of the $550,000 

of one year government securities that the bank owns, $300,000 are due 

now and $250,000 will come due at the end of period one. The total for 

the "O" column indicates the amount of cash from loan principal payments 

and maturing investments that will be available for re-investment in 

loans, bonds, or securities at the start of the next period. For 

example, the total for the "O" column indicates that $1,339,172 will 

be available for you to invest in the next period.* 

The final page of the output shows economic and statistical infor-

mation .to help you make decisions. The top part of the page shows 

county economic and market data for the previous period. The bottom 

part of the page shows actual and expected data for the next period. 

The market data includes averages of a number of decisions made by the 

three banks and market share information on loans and deposits. The 

* Total investable funds for each period would also include "cash" 
(from the Balance Sheet) less reserve requirements on deposits plus any 
anticipated increase (decrease) in deposits. 
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actual county personal income, county retail sales, index of farm 

prices and prime interest rate are expected to fall in the ranges given. 

Decision Alternatives 

Each bank will fill out a decision form for each six month period. 

The first set of decisons are made for period one, year one. After your 

decisions are made, you will receive a copy of new output statements. 

The decisions are described below. 

1. The time deposit rate represents an average annual percentage 

rate for all classes of time and savings deposits. The maximum time 

deposit rate you can pay is 6.5 percent. 

2. Loan Officers' Salaries includes the President's salary and 

must be at least $20,000 for each six month period. 

3. The ~vice charge is expressed as a percent-~ demand deposits 

and there is no restriction on the rate. A typical range is from 0.0 

percent to 1.00 percent. 

4. Advertising and promotion on loans and deposits for each six 

months can be set at any desired level. 

5. Interest rates charged on new loans, expressed as the annual 

percentage rate, cannot exceed 18 percent. 

--The agricultural ten year loan is a ten year agricultural real 

estate loan with ten equal principal payments. 

--The agricultural one year loan is a one year agricultural pro

duction loan with one lump sum principal payment. 

--The commercial loan is a two year loan with one-half of the 

principal paid at the end of each year. 
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--The consumer installment loan is made for a two year maturity 

with one-fourth of the principal paid in each six month period. 

6. The loan volume decision represents the maximum desired out

standing balance of each class of loans for the next six months. 

Your outstanding balance for each class of loans as of January 1 

will be the total for the loan class minus the amount maturing at the 

end of the O period (see table of portfolio maturities). For example, 

the January 1 outstanding balance for the one year agricultural loan 

is $704,611 ($934,611 minus $230,000). 

If you do not want to make any new loans for the loan class, your 

decision should equal the current outstanding balance as calculated 

above. 

If you want to decrease your outstanding balance, your decision 

should be less than the current outstanding balance. Loans will be sold 

at a 2 percent discount, selling the oldest loans first. 

If you want to make additional loans and increase your outstanding 

balance, your decision should be greater than your current outstanding 

balance. The desired maximum outstanding balance may not be met if it 

is greater than your market share which is affected by your interest 

rate and advertising decisions compared with your competitors. 

7. Investments are the actual dollar amount purchased or sold for 

each class of investments. A positive decision is the addition to your 

outstanding balance of investments. A negative decision indicates that 

you wish to sell the oldest of your existing investments before they 

mature. A 2 percent discount will be applied if investments are sold 

before maturity. Investments are automatically sold at maturity. 
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Interest earned on investments is paid during each six month period. 

The interest on municipal bonds is tax exempt. 

Regulations 

1. Income taxes - The bank is taxed as a corporation with the 

rate of 22 percent for the first $25,000 of net income £er year and 

48 percent for all net income above $25,000 per year.* Income from 

municipal bonds is exempt from taxation. 

2. Federal Reserve Requirements - Federal Reserve requirements on 

demand deposits are 8 percent on the first $2,000,000, 10 percent on 

the next $8,000,000, and 12 percent on the next $90,000,000. Reserve 

requirements on time deposits are 3 percent. If the bank does not have 

sufficient cash on hand to meet the Reserve requirements, forced borrow-

ing of federal funds occurs. The amount of federal funds borrowed in 

any period is indicated on the balance sheet. The amount of the forced 

borrowing of federal funds plus the interest will be repaid automat-

ically at the beginning of the next six month period. 

3. Capital and Liquidity Requirement - The bank's capital struc-

ture (capital stock and surplus and undivided profits) must b~ at least 

80 percent of the calculated capital requirements. If this requirement 

is not met, a warning is printed on the bank's balance sheet. On the 

second warning, the appropriate volume of the bank's loans will auto-

matically be sold to reduce the capital requirement. 

* Since the results are computed for six month periods, the 22 per-
cent rate is applied on the first $12,500 of income for each six month 
period. The 48 percent rate is applied on all net income in each 
period above $12,500. 
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4. Long-Term loan~ time deposi~. ratio - Long-term loans (t~n 

year agricultural loans) cannot exceed 70 percent of the bank's time 

deposits. If the requirement is not met, a warning is printed. On the 

second warning, there is a forced sale of long-term loans. 
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